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Summary

We write a formula for arbitrary charge calorons, instantons on x S^, in 

terms of the Green’s function of the Laplacian defined for the Nahm Transform, 

thus generalising the formula for the charge one caloron derived by Kraan and van 

Baal in [1]. The Laplacian is constructed from Nahm data. The usual approach to 

the Nahm Transform involves an integration over the interval on which the Nahm 

data are defined. By using Green’s functions we avoid this integration and our 

formula is straightforward to use.

Using the same approach, we derive a formula for an SU{2) instanton on the 

Taub-NUT space. Here, the Laplacian is constructed from Bow data that solve the 

Nahm Equations in the interior of the interval. The Bow data includes bifundamen

tal data at the end-points of the interval.

We write the Lagrangian for the low-energy effective field theory on the D3-brane 

in a Chalmers-Hanany-Witten configuration of intersecting D3-, D5- and NS5-branes 

[2] [3], by adding bifundamental fields to the Lagrangian written in [4]. The low- 

energy theory on the D3-branes is described by = 2 Super-Yang-Mills gauge 

theory with codimension one defects. The supersymmetric vacuum conditions for 

the gauge theory give the Bow data for an instanton on the Taub-NUT space.

We write an explicit expression for a charge one SU(2) instanton on the Taub- 

NUT space, in terms of the Green’s function values at jumping points and end-points 

of the Nahm interval. For the charge one instanton we find the Green’s function 

explicitly.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

There is a close correspondence between monopoles and a system of equations called 

the Nahm Equations on the one hand, and quantum gauge theories that arise from 

String Theory D-branes on the other. This correspondence takes the form of an 

identification of the space of vacua of the gauge theory with the moduli space of 

fields that satisfy the Nahm Equations or (for a monopole) the Bogomolny Equations 

[5] [6]. Our aim is to write a formula for an instanton in a curved background 

called the Taub-NUT space, in terms of fields that solve the Nahm Equations and 

that parametrize the space of vacua of a gauge theory arising from a particular 

configuration of D-branes, which we will specify. To do this, we will need to use the 

Nahm Transform.

The Nahm Transform was first introduced by Nahm in 1980 in [7] as a generaliza

tion of the important Atiyah, Drinfel’d, Hitchin and Manin (ADHM) construction 

for instantons [8]. It is a map between fields that solve self-duality equations such as 

the Nahm Equations and the Bogomolny Equations mentioned above. Since it was 

developed by Nahm, it has been used to construct instantons on various spaces. In 

this case we study instantons in curved backgrounds called asymptotically locally



flat (ALF) spaces, in particular the Taub-NUT space which is described in Section 

1.6.

The Nahm Transform essentially involves three steps. It is first necessary to solve 

the Nahm Equations, a system of non-linear ODEs. Then we can use the solutions 

we have found to write a Dirac-type equation called the Weyl equation. Finally we 

perform an integration on the solutions to the Weyl equation.

Nahm provided the technique to deal with the first two of these steps, but the 

final step involves performing a straightforward but tedious calculation. Here we 

use an approach that eliminates the need to do this final step. This approach uses 

Green’s functions of operators defined in the Nahm Transform. We can thus write a 

formula for an instanton in two steps, avoiding a significant amount of computation 

in the process. This method was introduced by Corrigan, Fairlie, Templeton and 

Goddard in [9], for instantons.

In Sections 1.2 and 1.3 we describe Yang-Mills instantons, Nahm’s Equations, 

Monopoles and the Nahm Transform. Then, in Section 1.4, we demonstrate both 

approaches to the Nahm Transform by finding the Dirac dipole using each method, 

and by finding the Higgs field of the 17(2) monopole using the Green’s function 

method.

It is natural to wonder how the connection to quantum gauge theory arises. 

In fact, D-branes and instantons are closely related. Both are BPS objects (i.e. 

they satisfy a mass-charge relation), and as shown in [10] a D(p — 4)-brane will, 

from the point of view of a Dp-brane coincident in the p — 4 dimensions, behave 

as an instanton. We can therefore realise given instanton configurations in string 

theory as D-brane configurations [11]. Since there is a (pl)-dimensional quantum 

U{1) gauge theory on the world volume of a single Dp-brane, we can see how the 

connection between instantons and quantum gauge theories arises. In Section 1.5 of 

this chapter we will discuss gauge theories on D-branes in more detail.

In Chapters 2 and 3 we consider a configuration of intersecting D3- and D5-



branes, and we write a related formula for calorons (instantons on x 5^). This 

configuration was studied in [12] and the action for the gauge theory on the world- 

volume of the D3-branes was written in N = 2, d = 3 superspace in [4]. A formula 

for a charge one caloron was derived in [1] [13], and here we generalize this formula 

for charge k.

We expand on the work done in [4] by introducing an NS5-brane to their model, 

and we write the Lagrangian for the gauge theory on the D3-brane in this configura

tion. We demonstrate that the classical supersymmetric vacua of this gauge theory 

correspond to Bow data for an instanton on the Taub-NUT space. In Chapter 4 we 

derive a formula for charge k instantons in the Taub-NUT space. The NS5-brane 

and the Taub-NUT space are related by T-duality [14], thus the instanton formula 

in Chapter 4 is related to the brane configuration in the presence of the NS5-brane. 

Finally, in Chapter 5, we give an explicit expression for a charge one instanton on 

the Taub-NUT space. A statement of the results we have achieved and presented in 

this thesis, along with a brief description of these, is given in Section 1.7.

1.2 Yang-Mills Instantons

1.2.1 The Instanton Equations

A good description of Yang-Mills instantons, which we follow here, is given in [15]. 

Yang-Mills Theory is a gauge theory whose observable quantities are invariant under 

the space-time dependent transformations of a non-Abelian gauge group SU{N). 

The Yang-Mills gauge field A = takes values in the Lie algebra of the gauge

group, i.e. A^ is an N x N Hermitian traceless matrix. The curvature is

d^fw — dfiAi, djjAfj^ i[j4^, Aj/].



Physical quantities are invariant under transformations

g ^Afj,g + ig ^d^g,

The pure Yang-Mills action is

S = -\ ! d^xTrF^.F^'^ = - [ Tr{F A *F),
(1.1)

where F = F^^dx^dx'' and can be written in terms of the one-form A as

F = dA - lA A A. (1.2)

In the above the star operator is the Hodge star (*Fi2 = F34 and cyclic permuta

tions). The covariant derivative is = d^ — zAn or, in terms of forms, the covariant 

derivative of F is

DF = dF — lA A F + iF A A. (1.3)

The Bianchi Identity,

DF = 0,

follows from substituting Equation (1.2) into Equation (1.3). The equations of 

motion are found by varying the action:

D*F = 0. (1.4)

So we see that if we find F such that

F = ± * F, (1.5)



the equation of motion is solved.

We require the action to be finite, so F —0 as I.tI —»• oo. We do not need A to be 

zero in order to satisfy this requirement, it will suffice if A is a gauge transformation 

of zero, i.e. if

So g gives a map from 5^ to SU{N). This map has an integer winding number

(1.6)

This integer k is the second Chern class. It is a topological invariant that counts 

the number of times the three-sphere at infinity wraps itself around the group, and 

we shall often refer to it as the instanton charge. Different values of k label different 

sectors of the space of field configurations.

We can decompose F into its self-dual and anti-self-dual parts, F+ and F_ re

spectively,

F = F+ © F_.

Then Equations (1.1) and (1.6) can be rewritten as follows:

-5-=I1F1P=.||F+1P + ||F_|P,

87r2fc= ||F+|p - ||F_|p.

We deduce the following lower bound on the Lagrangian:

(1.7)

(1.8)

L > 87r^|fc|, (1.9)

where the equality holds if and only if F = ± * F. The solutions to

F = *F, (1.10)



are called instantons and are labelled by their charge k. Solutions to the equation 

F = —*F are anti-instantons and have charge —k. Since we can get to one from the 

other by a parity transformation, we will concentrate here on instantons. So we see 

that a Yang-Mills instanton is a gauge field A that solves the self-duality equations 

F = *F and approaches pure gauge at infinity. Instantons are classified by their 

topological charge k.

1.2.2 A Brief History of Instanton Solutions

An excellent review of instantons and monopoles is given in [16], while a good up-to- 

date review of instantons, monopoles and their connection to supersymmetry and 

string theory is given in [17]. Here we outline the developments in the study of 

Yang-Mills instantons as they occurred.

In 1975, the charge one SU{2) instanton was written explicitly by Belavin, 

Polyakov, Schwartz and Tyupkin [18]. It has the following form:

A, = p^{x - X)^
{x - xy {{x - Xf F P^) vltuigcTig ), (1.11)

where p and X^ give the scale and position of the instanton respectively, and g is 

the SU(2) gauge parameter. These eight parameters are the degrees of freedom of 

the charge one solution. The’t Hooft tensor [19], p, in Equation (1.11) is composed 

of unit quaternions e^:

We choose the following representation for the quaternions:

^0 — l2x2,

Sj — %(7j

(1.13)



where the Pauli matrices, cr,-, are defined as follows;

(Ji =
0 1

1 0

\ /n A0 —%

(72 =

i 0

^ 0 ^

f73 =
/ v 0 -1

The’t Hooft tensors and have the very useful property that they are self-dual 

and anti-self-dual, respectively. That is.

Vpv ^fivXpV^p — x= Vpu- (1.14)

They can be written as a linear combination of the Pauli matrices, as follows:

Vpi' — (1.16)

(1.16)

The solution written in Equation (1.11) is known as the BPST instanton.

The next important step came with the introduction of the ’t Hooft ansatz, which 

is written below:

where

Ap = log 01

P
x-XP’

(1.17)

(1.18)

and p and X are the instanton scale and position, as before. The’t Hooft ansatz 

allowed the construction of arbitrary charge instantons, but does not give a complete 

construction of all arbitrary charge solutions. In 1977 the Atiyah-Ward ansatze [20] 

provided a recursive method of finding solutions to the self-duality equations, which 

should generate the complete solution. However this approach encountered problems 

with global singularities, and in 1978 Atiyah, Drinfel’d, Hitchin and Manin [8] found 

a complete construction for all arbitrary charge instantons on R^.
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We briefly present the details of the ADHM construction here. We start with a 

quaternionic {k + 1) x k matrix A(x) that is linear in x and satisfles the condition 

that A^A is a real invertible k x k matrix. We must then find a k + 1-dimensional 

column vector ^ such that

= 0, and = 1. (1.19)

Finally the charge k instanton solution is found from

(1.20)

It can be shown that the curvature obtained from in Equation (1.20) is self-dual, 

and that the construction gives the complete solution for instantons on [8].

1.3 Monopoles, Calorons, and the Nahm 

Transform

1.3.1 Monopoles

A magnetic monopole ($, A) is a time-independent, three-dimensional gauge field 

A and a Higgs field 4> that transform as follows under gauge transformations:

-1 dg^g Ajg Ag + ig i = 1, 2, 3.
dxj ’

The self-duality equations for a monopole are called the Bogomolny Equations:

£)$ = - Me E, (1.21)

where f A A $ -I- A A.



A monopole which solves Equation (1.21) and has finite energy

= f m\" + \\m")d^ X, (1.22)

is called a BPS monopole [5] [6]. Monopoles are classified by their non-Abelian 

charge:
m = — [ tr F A D^. 

47r Jr3
(1.23)

In 1974 the first nonabelian monopoles solution were found separately by’t Hooft 

[21] and Polyakov [22]. They showed that monopoles are solutions to a Yang-Mills- 

Higgs field theory with Lagrangian

C = - (1.24)

where $ is a Higgs field. An exact analytic solution can be found in the case where 

A ^ 0. This is the’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole in the BPS limit [5] [6];

$ = (2^^ coth 2Ar — 1)

^ dx • {a X r) / 2\r ^
2r2 \ sinh 2Ar

(1.25)

(1.26)

With the appearance of the Nahm Transform in the early 1980s, there was a method 

of constructing monopole solutions analogous to (in fact, generalising) the ADHM 

construction for instantons.

1.3.2 The Nahm Transform

The Nahm Transform generalises the ADHM construction to include a construction 

for monopoles and periodic instantons called calorons [7] [23] [24] [25]. Here we give 

a brief description of the Nahm Transform.

Nahm data consists of k x k matrices T^, /i = 0,..., 3, where Tq is a connection



in the xo-direction (which is parametrised by s from here on) and Ti,i = 1,2,3, are 

scalar fields. The Nahm data have rank k and satisfy the following equations, called 

the Nahm Equations;

-i[To,T,]+i[T2,n]=0dTi 
ds
^-i[To,T2]+i[Ts,T,]=0
ds

^-i[ro,r3] + f[Ti,T2]=o.
as

(1.27)

The Nahm data are in fact a connection To, and three endomorphisms Tj, on an 

SU{k) vector bundle E over an interval I parametrised by s. The inner product on 

the space of sections of E is

{a,P) = J a^Pds. (1.28)

The Nahm Transform provides a method of obtaining monopoles from Nahm 

data. It works as follows:

We define a Dirac-type operator from the Nahm data. This we call the Weyl 

operator, It acts on a bundle S ® E, where S' is a rank two Hermitian spinor 

bundle, and E is the Hermitian bundle described above. We write the Weyl operator 

here:

(1.29)V = eo ® (^ - iTo)
i=i

We use this slash notation throughout this work to indicate multiplication by the 

Pauli matrices. We choose the same representation for the unit quaternions as 

we wrote in Section 1.2.2. The operator dual toT^ can be obtained using (1.28). We 

define the twisted dual Weyl operator:

® ( ^ - i{To - to) \ (Tj - tj),
/ j=i

(1.30)

10



where = (to, tj) G To be precise, instead of we should write ® 1 -

1 0 For the sake of clearer presentation we leave out this extra notation. In all 

of the calculations we perform we use Abelian (k=l) Nahm data and the expression 

above is correct as it is written. The orthonormal basis of the kernel of the twisted 

Weyl operator is formed by the columns of T, i.e.

= 0- (1.31)

In other words forms an orthonormal basis for solutions to the Weyl Equation 

(1.31). Now, once we solve the Weyl Equation for we can write an expression for 

a monopole ($, A) using the formulae:

(1.32)

(1.33)

The Nahm Transform also works in the opposite direction, i.e. we can get Nahm 

data from monopole data. Applied twice it returns the original fields. It exchanges 

rank and charge, so that the rank of the Nahm data will give the charge on the 

monopole, while we can see from Equations (1.32) and (1.33) that the rank of the 

monopole is dim Ker.^^|.

It is particularly interesting to write the Laplacian of the Weyl operator:

= eo 0 ^ - iiTo - to)) + - tf)^^

-ie, ® E (^ - ’"‘1 + 'K' ■
(1.34)

The second term is zero due to the Nahm Equations. Therefore the Laplacian 

is proportional to the identity in spin space, and commutes with sigma matrices. 

It is also positive definite as we can see from the first term in Equation (4.22), so

11



Ker = 0. Thus it is invertible and has a Green’s function. The Green’s function 

will also commute with the sigma matrices. These properties can be used to write 

instanton formulae in terms of the Green’s function.

The Nahm transform was generalised further by Braam and van Baal [26], who 

formulated it as a correspondence between solutions of self-duality equations on 

dual spaces. As such, the constructions for instantons, monopoles and calorons are 

specific examples of the Nahm Transform in use. They considered self-dual fields 

on where H is a translational subgroup under which the physics is invariant

[26]. The Nahm transform then provides a correspondence between self-dual fields 

on W^/H and W^/H*. We have outlined the Nahm Transform for // = R, i.e. for 

BPS magnetic monopoles. In this case H* is R^ and the correspondence is between 

monopoles and Nahm data. Also, in these terms the Nahm Transform for calorons 

is a correspondence between self-dual fields on R'^/Z and S'h Another example is 

the ADHM construction, which corresponds to the case where H is a point in R'*.

1.3.3 Boundary Conditions for the Nahm Transform

The Nahm transform allows us to construct a magnetic monopole from Nahm data 

over an interval on R. Here we consider the boundary conditions on that interval 

[7] [25] [27] [28]. There are three possibilities. The interval can be the whole of R, it 

can extend infinitely in either the positive or negative direction, or it can be a finite 

interval [p, q] with p, g G R.

We call points such as p and q jumping points. Nahm data on an interval, 

away from the jumping points, solve the Nahm Equations (1.27). We may have a 

number of neighbouring intervals with a jumping point at each boundary. If we have 

n + 1 neighbouring intervals there will be n jumping points that we shall denote by 

Xi, i = 1,..., n. There may be jumps in the rank of the Nahm data from one interval 

to the next, however we shall not consider this case here but will concentrate on the 

case where the rank of the Nahm data in neighbouring intervals is equal. In such a

12



situation there will be discontinuities in the Nahm data at the jumping points and 

we must require that the limits of the Nahm data on either side approaching the 

discontinuity exist. The Nahm equations in the vicinity of a given jumping point,

\p become:

- ilTo,TtU + = -i<S(s - \)QiMUQ», (1.35)

and cyclic permutations, where Q is a 2A:-component vector, a, /? are spinor indices 

that run from 1 to 2, and a, b label the matrix elements of the rank k Nahm data. We 

shall only consider Abelian Nahm data in this work, in which case the commutators 

in Equations (1.35) vanish. The discontinuity in the Nahm data at Xp can then be 

found by integrating Equations (1.35) for Abelian Nahm data about the jumping 

point:
TiiXp+) - Ti{Xp-) = -^Q^aiQ, i = 1,2,3. (1.36)

1.3.4 Calorons

If the Nahm interval from the previous section is a circle, then the Nahm transform 

will produce periodic instantons on x called calorons. At jumping points 

along the circle the boundary conditions from the previous section remain valid. 

The charge one SU{2) caloron constructed by Harrington and Shepard in 1978 [29] 

was the first explicit solution. Calorons can be shown to be composed of constituents, 

each of which is like a BPS monopole [1] [13] [30] [31] [32]. The caloron solution thus 

shows aspects of monopole and of instanton behaviour. It has both an instanton 

charge and monopole charges [33]. Here we will consider only the case where the 

monopole charges are zero.

Caloron solutions can be constructed using Green’s functions of the differential 

operators defined in the Nahm Transform, such as that written in Equation (1.34). 

In fact, this approach was used by Kraan and van Baal [1] to derive a formula

13



for a charge one SU{2) caloron with arbitrary holonomy. Their formula is simple 

and can be used to write explicit solutions. Their method is to define two Green’s 

functions in terms of ADHM operators, and to write the formula in terms of one 

of these Green’s functions, which commutes with the quaternions. We write their 

result here:

(1.37)

The Green’s function is /a,, A is a quaternionic row vector that is the ADHM data 

at the jumping points, and the function 0 = (1 — A/^A'^)"^. In effect, the calculation 

of the caloron solution has been reduced to the calculation of the Green’s function 

fx- This is a straightforward calculation that involves solving matching conditions 

on the circle.

1.4 The Green’s Function Method in Practice

1.4.1 The Dirac Dipole

Here we introduce the Green’s function approach to the Nahm Transform by pre

senting some explicit examples. The idea is that if we find the Green’s function 

of the Laplacian of the Weyl Operator, we can use it to avoid the final step 

of the Nahm Transform, i.e. the integration over the interval I. We demonstrate 

both methods here with a simple example, the Dirac dipole. The Dirac dipole can 

be obtained using the Nahm Transform from noncompact Nahm data with a single 

jumping point, which we take to be at the origin. First of all we find an expression 

for the Dirac dipole by solving the Weyl Equation and calculating ($, A) from the 

formulae:
$ = y s'ljjds (1.38)

(1.39)
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where the kernel of the Weyl operator is ^ =
/ / \4)

V^/
, with 'ip acted on by Nahm

data on the interval and y by Nahm data at the jumping point, as we shall see 

below. For compactness we write dj for where tj is the jth component of the 

vector f G

The second method of finding the Dirac dipole is to find F(0, 0), the Green’s 

function valued at the jumping point, of the Laplacian and use the formula:

0)Q)Rx + ^{x^Rd^,x - df,x^Rx), (1-40)

where i? = (1 — QlF(0,0)(5) ^ = (xx^) We will provide a detailed derivation of 

a more general version of this formula in Chapter 3, and thus do not derive it here.

Method 1

The Nahm data for a Dirac dipole is:

f{s)
if s < 0,

Tfi G if s > 0.
(1.41)

Since we have Abelian Nahm data the commutators from Equation (1.35) vanish and 

we determine the jumping point Nahm data (up to a phase factor) from Equation 

(1.36). Letting y = Tr — T^, we find

v = - ^Q-SQ-

Q-Qi = y-a-y = y-\i.

(1.42)

(1.43)

The following relations will also be useful:

zl = t- Tl, Zr = t- Tr, C±C± = z±\, (1.44)
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where t G and are two-component spinors. The jumping point Nahm data Q- 

is also a two-component spinor since we are dealing with rank 1 Nahm data. The 

slash notation denotes multiplication by the Pauli matrices, i.e. = a\Z\ -t- +

a-iZz- We can now write the Weyl Equation:

- — -j- i{To - to) - o' • (f - t) ) ^p{s) -k Q-X^{s) = 0, (1.45)

This reduces under a gauge transformation (that gauges (Tq — to) to zero) to

- ^ + Q-xS{s) = 0, (1.46)

which has as its general solution ip{s) = ae^^C. Now, imposing the decay conditions 

■0(5) 0 as s —>• ±oo, we have

'tpL = aLe^^®CL+,

'ipR =

(1.47)

(1.48)

and thus the matching condition —■0(0-1-) -f 0(0—) -|- Q-X = 0, from integrating 

Equation (1.46), becomes

(IrCr- — aLCL+ = Q-X- (1.49)

Making use of the fact that Cr+Cr- = CLCl+ = Q+Q- = 0, we find that

Q-l — Cfl+Q- Cl-Q-
Ch+Cl-I-

X) (^R
cUr-

-X, (1.50)

and

o-rQ+Cr- = 0‘lQ+Cl+- (1.51)
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From Equations (1.50) we get

|2 I |2 ^rV + ^R'V- Ixl^
ZlZr + Zl- zr

,2 I |2 ^LV + Z^L-yM^ = ixr
ZlZr + Zl- Zr

The normalization condition

(1.52)

J \ili\‘‘ds+ IxP = 1, (1.53)

tells us that

and thus

aLp + |aHp + |xr = l,

I i2 Zl + Zfi — y 2 ~z:l + ZR + y
Ixl = I^lI =

zl-\- ZR^-y' ZL-^ZR-^-y \aR\^ =
2 Zl- ZR + y

ZL + ZR + y
. (1.54)

The Higgs field can now be calculated from Equation (1.38);

POO pO

^ = Wr\‘^Cr-Cr- + laLpCi+CL+ /
J 0 J—oo

1 1
2zr 2zl

. (1.55)

We may choose x to be real. In this case Equation (1.39) becomes:

-2iAj = ■0 — {dj'tp^)ilijds

(Cl+'9jCl+ - (ajCl+)a+) + ^(clt-djCR- - (a,ci_)Cfl-) (i.56)

I Cl+Q-Cl-e-Cl+Q+Cff-Q+
2' '’oLa+elCs-Qkt+oUs-’

We can gauge away the final term in Equation (1.56). Using Equations (1.44) to 

determine Cl+ and (r-, and noting that dzj = dtj, we find

A = Ajdt^ zldzl - zldzl ZRdzj^ — zj^dz}^

2zl{zl + zI) 2zr{zr + z\)
(1.57)
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Method 2

Xow we try the alternative method. In this case we find the expression for the Dirac 

Dipole using the Green’s function F{s,So) of the Laplacian The Green’s

function satisfies

( ( ~ ^ (s F{s, So) = d{s — So). (1.58)

Solving for F{s, Sq), we have

F{s, So > 0) =

1 ^zr.s„ZRSo 
ZL + ZR+d^ ’ for s < 0

1 _ 1 for s > 0
2zr 2zr ZR+ZR+d ’

(1.59)

F(s,so < 0) =

^^-zl\s-so\ _ ^-ZL+ZR+d^ZR{s+So) for 5 < 0 

2zr 2zl ZR+ZR+d ’

1 ^-ZRS^ZI.SQ
ZR+ZR+d  ̂ ’ for s > 0

so we have

F(0,0) =
(ZL + + d)

We use Equation (1.40) to find an expression for the Higgs field:

(1.60)

(1.61)

^ = ^(xx^) ^dj(Qla^F(0,0)Q-) + (x ^X^ - ^xHx^) , (1-62)

where in general A = diag(Ai,..., A„) for n jumping points. In this case we have 

a single jumping point at the origin so A = 0. Thus the second term vanishes 

and, using Equation (1.54) and noting that Q^_ajQ- = —2yj, we find the following 

expression for the Higgs field:

^ _ ZL + ZR + y d / 1
+ ^R — dtj \zl + ZR + y

1
- 7T-- (1-63)2zr 2z
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In the case of the gauge field Equation (1.40) becomes

2A, = {-eijkdkiQlmFQ^) + Qla^FQ^A - AQLa,FQ_) (x^)-'

+x 'djX-9jxHx^) '■
(L64)

Terms involving A again vanish and, since we have chosen x to be real, the final two 

terms cancel. We therefore have the following expression for the gauge field:

- 2iA, = J‘ =(1 + 1) (1.65)
2l + ^r-P ZL + ZR + y \zl zrJ {zl +zrY-y^

Comparing Results

We can now compare our results. Expressions (1.57) and (1.65) can be compared 

using the formula

sin(0i - 62)
1 + cos(0i - 62)

(sin^i +sin02) = — (cos^i — cos02). (1.66)

Equation (1.65) becomes

/ . /i , • r. xZRZLS\.n{e^ - 62)- 2iA^dt.i = [sm&i + sm62)---------------—ir
^ 2zlZr + 2zl ■ zr

while Equation (1.57) can be written

1 / • .1 , • n ^ sin(0i - 62)
-(sm^i +sm6'2)—------7^-----
2 1 + cos(6^i - 6^2)

(1.67)

Ajdtj
zldzl-zldzl z\dz\ - z\dz]i
2zl{zl + zI) 2zr{zr + zI)

1 - cos , , 1 - cos 02 , ,
------------------- d4>------------------------dcp

= —-(cos 01 — cos92)d(p. 
2

(1.68)

We see that the solutions found using each method agree.
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1.4.2 The U{2) Higgs Field

Here we write an expression for the Higgs field of the U{2) Monopole with two 

singularities using the Green’s function approach. This was calculated in [34] by 

solving the Weyl Equation and using Equations (1.33) and (1.32) to find the Higgs 

and gauge field. The Nahm data in this case is:

T{s) =

Tl e
T'tHP £

Tr e

if s < —A, 

if s e (—A, A), 

if s > A.

(1.69)

Just as for the Dirac dipole, the following relations will be useful:

Vl — T'tHP — Tl, yR — Tump — Tr, (1.70)

zl — t — Tl, zr — t — Tr, f — t — T'tHP, (1.71)

where f G and Ttpp is the Nahm data for the’t Hooft-Polyakov Monopole [19]. 

The Higgs field 4> is obtained from the formula

^ - (3oX^)(x^)~^), (1-72)

where

X=(X-,X+), and Xs OQ
'4>'tHp{s)N, (1.73)

with C and Q two-component spinors as in the previous example, N a normaliza

tion constant and ip'tHP the solution to the Weyl equation for the ’tHooft-Polyakov 

monopole:

fp'tHpis) = „{-ixo+ff-r)s
sinh 2Ar

(1.74)
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Using Equation (1.74) we find

9oX, = -isx„ 3oxI = isxl- (1.75)

We need the Green’s functions with sources at the jumping points in order to use 

Equation (1.72). The Green’s function of where is the Weyl operator for 

the U{2) Monopole, is written in [35]:

F(-A,-A) = ^, F{A,A)=^,
(1.76)

F(-A,A) = F(A,-A) =
K'

where, for compactness of expression, we have defined:

ka = r cosh 2Ar + sinh 2Ar, 

/C = [aiaii + r^) sinh 2Ar + r{ai + an) cosh 2Ar,
(1.77)

and where aj, = zl Vl and aR = zr + hr. We proceed to write an expression 

for the Higgs field in terms of the Green’s function. We first consider the diagonal 

elements, since they are simpler than the off-diagonal terms:

4$ii = +2[xydQX- - (5oxl)xi“^), (1-78)

4^22 = (x+X+)"^5j(<3l-C^^7^(A,A)(3i_) -^2(xydoX+ - (<9oxi-)(xi-)"^)- (1-79)

Using the following relations:

X-x!- =1 - -A)Oi_ = 1 - 2siF(-A, -A),

X+X+ =1 - A)Qh+ = 1 - 2i;hF(A, A),

Qi,—— 2^,

—2i/^,

(1.80)

(1.81)

(1.82)

(1.83)
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we can write

4>i. = iA - 5(1 - 2/F(-A, -\)]-\}djF(~\ ~\) =i\-

(184)
1 /. _ , sX-1 rn/4 4\ A , 1 ^ 7 o

$22 = zA + - (1 - 2y^F{\, A)) “ yf a,F(A, A) = zA + -
21C-2ykR^^ ^ K.ifRdj—. (1.85)

The off-diagonal elements are

4$i2 = -2zA(^X-ixA - xIa(Xa) + (X-aXa) ^{Q\-(^^Q2+)djF{-\\), (1.86)

4$2i = 2zA(^Xa^X-a - xUxIa)"^) + {X\X^-x)~^{Q\+(^^Qi-)djF{\, -A). (1.87)

We will need expressions for X-\ s-iid xa.

X-A = ^ -{iXQ+a-rX)
|_(5i_ V sinh2Ar Xa =

C2V
CUQ2+ V sinh2Ar

^{-ixo+a-f\) ^

(1,88)

as well as the following relations:

X-aXa —1 ~ QL-Fi—^,^)QR+, 

XaxU =1 - OR+f’(A, -A)Qi_.

(1.89)

(1.90)

We arrive at the following expressions for the two off-diagonal elements of the U{2) 

Higgs field:

$12 — iX
yR^yLzL yLzL^Q2cr r\ _ yLf^yR^R _|_ yR^R'^Q 2arX

zLzR _ zkzf){z^y^ + zfyf){z^y^ + zfy^)

/oz L R—r X -1 /-‘^y^yf + ‘̂ yj'y^ Fi{y^ x y^Y \

^2y^y^ - 2y R̂njL

(1,91)
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^ + yjzf)^' — y^{y^z^ + yfzf)e^‘^''^^\

\ . I^iz^z^ — z^z^)(z^t/^ + Z^1I^)(Z^IJ^ + /

+

yj2{z^z^ - z^zf){z^y^ + zfyf){z^y^ + zfyf)

1 (^ Ini R L FTZ7 \-^(~‘^y^yf + ‘̂ y^yf -^(y^ ^ y^Vr.- (1 - ^2{yRy^ - yfyfFx,-x) ( ------- i _ _ =------- ) djF^-x-
2yRyL - 2yfyf

(1.92)

We conclude our introduction to instantons and the Nahm Transform with this 

example, and we turn to investigate the supersymmetry connection.

1.5 The Supersymmetry Connection

1.5.1 Introduction to D-branes

Let us introduce D-branes by considering a 26-dimensional bosonic string theory 

with the 2-dimensional string worldsheet M parametrized by the coordinates r and 

cr, where 0 < cr < tt. Good references on String Theory and D-branes, which we 

have followed here, include [36] and [37]. The Polyakov action is

Sp = f dTda{-'y)-^r%X^d,X„
47rQ;' Jm

(1.93)

where jab is the Lorentzian metric on the worldsheet, 7 = detyat and a' is the 

Regge slope, a constant inversely related to the tension of the string. The spacetime 

coordinates are /x = 1,..., 26.

Imposing periodic boundary conditions on the a coordinate leads to a closed 

string theory, while the boundary conditions

daXadX^ = 0, at cr = 0, TT, (1.94)

result in an open string theory. The open string boundary conditions are Neumann 

for daXfj, = 0|o,7r and Dirichlet if (5X^|o,7r = 0. The Neumann conditions correspond 

to open string endpoints travelling freely through spacetime at the speed of light.
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Neumann conditions preserve Poincare invariance, and result in the following mode 

expansion for the open string:

X^(r,(T) = + 2a'p^T+ '"^cosncjj .
n/O '

(1.95)

Dirichlet boundary conditions, while they do not preserve Poincare invariance, fix 

the string endpoints, thus implying the existence of objects on which the strings end. 

These objects are called D-branes. A Dp-brane is not only a (p + l)-dimensional 

hyperplane, it is a dynamical object thanks to the vibrational modes of the strings 

attached to it.

For simplicity, the above discussion concerned bosonic string theory, however the 

principle applies equally to ten-dimensional superstring theory.

1.5.2 T-duality

In the previous section we considered D-branes as objects arising from boundary 

conditions on open strings. Here we shall see that D-branes are required by dualities 

occurring in the compactification of string theory. It is of interest to examine what 

happens when we compactify some of the string theory dimensions since it is possible 

that there are, in addition to the four evident dimensions in our universe, periodic 

dimensions that we cannot at present detect due to their small size. Good references 

on this topic, which we have used here, include [36] [38].

Let us see what happens when we periodically identify a spacetime coordinate

in bosonic string theory:

X ^ X + 27ri?. (1-96)

The worldsheet action and the equations of motion of the theory are unchanged by 

this compactification. However, it does have two effects. The first occurs since string 

states must be invariant under Equation (1.96). This means that the centre-of-mass
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momentum is quantised:
n

k = —,neZ.

The second occurs since a closed string may now wind around the compact direction, 

resulting in a topological winding number w.

The mass-squared formula for such a situation consists of contributions from the 

quantised momentum, the potential energy of the winding string, the oscillatory 

modes and the zero-point energy:

(1.97)

where N is the excitation level. Examining this spectrum in the limits i? —> oo and 

i? —> 0 we are struck by the fact that these limits are in fact the same. Equation 

(1.97) is invariant under

R
a
'R'' n w. (1.98)

This symmetry is known as T-duality.

Above we considered the case of a closed string theory, where the strings can 

wind around the compact dimension. However in an open string theory, the winding 

modes are absent. This apparent discrepancy can be dealt with by requiring that 

open string endpoints are fixed on a (p-f-l)-dimensional hyperplane, while the string 

itself can still oscillate in all directions. This hyperplane is the Dp-brane introduced 

in the previous section. In effect, in an open string theory T-duality transforms 

Neumann boundary conditions into Dirichlet conditions.

A very interesting consequence of all of this is that D-branes of given dimension 

can be transformed into D-branes of a different dimension by appropriately chosen 

compactifications and T-duality transformations. To see this, consider a Dp-brane 

in D-dimensional spacetime and compactify one of the p -)- 1 spacetime coordinates 

in the Dp-brane worldvolume. There will be open strings attached to the Dp-brane. 

If we carry out a T-duality transformation on the compactified coordinate, the
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boundary conditions on these open strings in that direction will become Neumann 

conditions. In other words the Dp-brane has lost a coordinate and is now a D(p — 1)- 

brane. We can even undo the compactification by choosing the large radius limit 

R-^ oo in the T-dual theory.

In a similar fashion, we can also transform a Dp-brane into a D(p + l)-brane by 

compactifying and T-dualising a dimension that is not in the brane worldvolume.

T-duality is a symmetry of bosonic string theory. In superstring theory, T-duality 

transforms one string theory into another, for example it can interchange the Type 

IIA and Type IIB string theories.

1.5.3 Realising Instanton Configurations in String Theory

It was demonstrated by Douglas in [10] that instantons can be realised as D-branes 

in string theory, in particular that the worldvolume theory of a D5-brane in type 

I superstring theory has, as an instanton solution, a Dl-brane confined to the five- 

brane. This was generalised in the same work to show that D(p — 4)-branes turn 

up as instantons in the worldvolume theory of a Dp-brane. In Chapter 2 we will 

consider the gauge theory on a D3-brane in the Chalmers-Hanany-Witten config

uration of D3-, D5-, and NS5-branes [2][3]. This particular configuration can be 

obtained by T-dualising a configuration of D2- and D6-branes on the product of the 

Taub-NUT space and six-dimensional Minkowski space - in this setup the D2-branes 

are instantons. This configuration was examined in [39]. The connection between 

D-branes and instantons can also be seen by considering D-branes as BPS states 

in superstring theory. They satisfy a mass-charge relation just as BPS monopoles 

do, and as BPS supersymmetric states they break half of the supersymmetry of the 

ten-dimensional theory.
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1.5.4 Quantum Gauge Theory

The modes of the open strings that end on a D-brane correspond to particle states. 

If we take a single Dp-brane, and quantize the string states of open strings that 

begin and end on the brane, we will find among them a (p + l)-dimensional U(l) 

gauge field [36]. If we consider k parallel Dp-branes, then open strings can stretch 

between any two of these branes. If the k branes coincide there will be massless 

modes from the quantized open strings stretching between them and these particles 

states are exactly those of a non-Abelian U(fc) gauge theory. As well as the gauge 

bosons, there will be massless scalar particles which correspond to fluctuations in 

the transverse directions of the brane. These lie in the adjoint representation of the 

gauge theory.

The configuration of interest in Chapter 2 consists of k D3-branes, intersected 

by n D5-branes and a single NS5-brane. There will be a 4-dimensional SU{k) 

maximally supersymmetric gauge theory on the D3-brane worldvolume prior to the 

introduction of the fivebranes, as well as six massless scalar fields corresponding 

to fluctuations in the six dimensions transverse to the D3-branes. Three of these 

scalar fields will parametrize the Higgs branch of the moduli space of supersymmet

ric vacua of the theory, while the other three will parametrize the Coulomb branch. 

The Higgs branch is the part of the moduli space where hypermultiplet scalar fields 

have vacuum expectation values (vev’s). The Coulomb branch is where vector mul- 

tiplet scalar fields have vev’s. When we add fivebranes at appropriate positions we 

will break half of the supersymmetry and introduce fundamental and bifundamental 

fields arising from the open strings stretching between the D3-branes and the five

branes. The supersymmetry conditions that result from minimising the potential 

energy are called D- and F-flatness conditions, and as we shall see in Chapter 2, 

they are the Nahm Equations. The scalar fields that satisfy the D- and F-flatness 

conditions parametrize the Higgs branch of the moduli space of vacua of the gauge 

theory.
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1.5.5 Moduli Spaces

The space of solutions to the self-duality equations is called a moduli space of in- 

stantons. The moduli are the coordinates on the space - they label the position, size 

and gauge orientation of the instanton. For given charge k and gauge group SU(TV), 

the instanton moduli space will be a 4^TV-dimensional manifold, Mfc,Ar[40]. The 

moduli space is a hyperkahler manifold, that is, it admits three complex structures 

I, J, K that satisfy the quaternionic relations, e.g. IJ = —JI = K, and three closed 

two-forms one associated to each of the complex structures.

As stated in the previous section, the scalar fields that satisfy supersymmet

ric vacuum conditions in the gauge theory on the D3-brane also satisfy the Nahm 

Equations. The Higgs branch of the space of supersymmetric vacua is a hyperkahler 

manifold, as required by supersymmetry [41]. In fact, the Higgs branch of the mod

uli space of vacua can be identified with the moduli space of solutions to the Nahm 

Equations for rank k Nahm data with n jumping points.

The vacuum conditions, i.e. the D- and F-fiatness conditions, give the three 

moment maps associated to the hyperkahler quotient of this moduli space. The 

vacuum conditions for the field theory on the D3-brane are written in Chapter 2 

while the moment maps are the Bow equations of Chapter 5.

1.6 The Taub-NUT Space

The Taub-NUT space is a curved space with self-dual Riemann curvature tensor. 

It is an example of an asymptotically locally fiat (ALF) space. ALF spaces are 

hyperkahler manifolds, and are solutions of Einstein’s equations. The Taub-NUT 

metric is
ds'^ = ^(vdx'^ + ^{u) + , (1.99)
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where V = I + jir. The periodic coordinate on the Taub-NUT space is i/: ^ t/j + in,|Z|

x is a vector on and the one-form u; = uj^dx^ satisfies 9,y4| = eijkdjUk- The 

parameter I determines the asymptotic size of the periodic dimension.

The Taub-NUT space is topologically equivalent to but it has non-zero cur

vature. Close to the origin it looks like while asymptotically it is fibred 

over R^. An instanton on the Taub-NUT space shows certain similarities with 

calorons (instantons on R^ x 5^). For example charge k calorons are composed of 

2k monopole-like constituents, this is unlike the case for a charge k instanton on 

R"^. However this constituent behaviour can also be seen in the case of a Taub-NUT 

instanton.

Performing a T-duality transformation on the Taub-NUT space results in an 

NS5-brane localised at a point on R^ x [14]. Thus an instanton configuration 

on the Taub-NUT space can be described by an appropriate D-brane configuration 

that includes an NS5-brane. In Chapter 2 we describe this D-brane configuration in 

detail. In Chapter 4 we derive a formula for an instanton on the Taub-NUT space 

that corresponds to this D-brane configuration. We write an explicit expression for 

a charge one instanton on the Taub-NUT space in Chapter 5.

We note here that instantons in the Taub-NUT space can have monopole charges 

since at infinity the connection becomes independent of the periodic coordinate and 

thus looks like a monopole. However in this work we address only the case of charge 

k instantons with zero monopole charge.

1.7 Summary of Our Results

In Sections 1.2 and 1.3 we described some of the important instanton and monopole 

solutions that have been found, up to and including the Kraan and van Baal formula 

for a charge one SU(2) caloron. Equation (1.37). Here we describe our results, which 

are derivations of new caloron and instanton formulae. We use Green’s functions
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from the Nahm Transform to write our solutions.

Our first result is written in Chapter 3, and it generalises the Kraan and van 

Baal caloron formula to arbitrary charge calorons. We give a full derivation and find 

the following formula for SU{2) calorons of arbitrary charge:

(1.100)

To compare to the Kraan and van Baal formula we note that F is the Green’s 

function, Q is the jumping point data, and (f) =

In Chapter 4, we present our most important result, a formula for an arbitrary 

charge SU{2) instanton on the Taub-NUT space. In other words we have derived 

a formula for finding explicit instanton solutions in a curved background. We write 

our formula here:

A = ( VFdf - drVF ) - ^(dx)^ (x^)~^

Fl

Fr

\

1
U'- ilX I ( Fl Fr 1 Fdr

^ -blFn ^

- -FRf)_ Frh"L^+

^LFl

idr£'

‘ y

\Qx^-\ (1.101)

\F, j

Again, F is the Green’s function, Q the jumping point data, and x is related to F 

by XX^ = 1 — FQ. The new ingredients £ and b are composed of the Taub-NUT 

bifundamental fields.

We use the formula derived in Chapter 4 to write an explicit expression for 

a charge one SU{2) instanton on the Taub-NUT space in Chapter 5. Just as in
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the case of the Kraan and van Baal formula, this problem effectively reduces to 

solving matching conditions on an interval to find the Green’s function. This is a 

straightforward calculation, and thus our instanton formula is simple to use. The 

charge one SU{2) instanton on the Taub-NUT space is written here:

— -^4>{ vt/j. ( (^aidv<f>00 + ‘^oo) + <^3(^a(^2{du(f>Z3 + A33) — i[cra, O'sKdi.Cpos + Aq3) +

+ [c^aCTj, (73]j.

(1.102)

The functions (pap, and p are simple functions of the Green’s function, and are 

written explicitly in Ghapter 5.

1.7.1 Outline of Results

1. In Chapter 2 we add a term involving bifundamental fields to the action written 

in [4]. This term arises due to the addition of an NS5-brane to the brane 

configuration considered in [4] and [12]. In the presence of the NS5-brane, the 

supersymmetric vacuum conditions for the gauge theory give the Bow data for 

an instanton on the Taub-NUT space.

2. In Chapter 3 we generalise the formula derived in [1] for charge one calorons 

to arbitrary charge calorons.

3. In Chapter 4 we derive a formula for an arbitrary charge SU(2) instanton in 

the background of the Taub-NUT space.

4. In Chapter 5 we use the formula we derived in Chapter 4 to write an explicit 

formula for a charge one SU{2) instanton on the Taub-NUT space.
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Chapter 2

Supersymmetric Gauge Theory 

with Impurities

In this chapter we describe the configuration of intersecting D3-, D5- and NS5-branes 

that gives rise to the gauge theory with impurities on the threebrane worldvolume. 

This is the Chalmers-Hanany-Witten configuration described in [2] and [3]. It can 

be obtained from a Douglas and Moore-type scenario [42] in the case of an instan- 

ton on the Taub-NUT by performing T-duality along the coordinate. This was 

investigated in [39]. The Lagrangian for intersecting D3-D5-branes was studied by 

DeWolfe, Freedman and Ooguri in [12] and by Erdmenger, Gurlanik and Kirsch 

in [4]. Here we introduce an NS5-brane to the model. The brane configuration is 

chosen so that eight real supercharges are preserved. As in [12] and [4] we write the 

action of the theory, i.e. N = A, d = A supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory coupled 

to N = A, d = 3 hypermultiplets on the defects. We write these fields in terms of 

N — 2,d = 3 superfields. This involves combining both the N = A,d = A degrees 

of freedom of the bulk theory and the N = A^d — 3 defect hypermultiplets into 

N = 2,d = 3 supermultiplets, which are described in Section 2.3. The action of the 

theory, which couples half of the bulk degrees of freedom (as specified later) to the 

defect hypermultiplets, is given in terms of the N = 2,d = 3 superfields in Section
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2.4, and in terms of the component fields in Appendix C. This allows us to write 

equations of motion for the auxiliary fields in the theory in Section 2.5. Setting 

these to zero we obtain the D- and F-flatness conditions for the supersymmetric 

gauge theory and in Section 2.6 we compare these equations to the Nahm equations.

2.1 D-brane Configuration

The brane configuration that gives rise to the impurity theory we are interested in 

involves intersecting D3-branes and fivebranes. We take k D3-branes with worldvol- 

umes in the x®) directions. The low-energy effective field theory on the

D3 worldvolumes in the absence of any fivebranes is = 4, d = 4 supersymmetric 

Yang-Mills gauge theory with gauge group U{k). Introducing fivebranes such that 

there are four relative transverse dimensions with the threebranes, will break half 

of the supersymmetry of this theory and will introduce degrees of freedom at the 

brane intersections, arising from open 3-5 strings stretching between the branes. 

We introduce n D5-branes whose worldvolume is in the (x°, x^, x^, x®, x^, x®) direc

tions. The presence of the D5-branes breaks the supersymmetry from sixteen to 

eight supercharges and gives rise to A" = 4, d = 3 hypermultiplets transforming in 

the fundamental representation of the gauge group at the D3-D5 intersections. We 

can also introduce an NS5-brane with worldvolume in (x®, x^, x^, x^, x®, x^) without 

breaking any further supersymmetry. Open string states at D3-NS5 intersections 

will be in the bifundamental representation of the gauge group.

Let us consider two cases prior to the introduction of the NS5-brane. If we take 

X® periodic then the supersymmetry conditions will be Nahm Equations for Nahm 

data on a circle, which produces a caloron under the Nahm Transform. If we have 

a bounded interval on x® then the Nahm Transform gives monopoles. With the 

introduction of the NS5-brane we are now considering instantons on the Taub-NUT 

space.
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The supersymmetric gauge theory with impurities that we are interested in arises 

from the following brane configuration:

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

D3

D5

NS5

XXX

XXX

XXX

X XX

X

XXX

Sym SO(l,2) SO(3)y - SO(3)h

V.m Uo Vi V2 Reui Imui p

H.m ImA ReA Reu2 Imu2

The last two rows list the bosonic component fields of an = 1, d = 4 vector 

multiplet {vo^vi^v^i piUi) and hypermultiplet {A^u^). These will be recombined 

into N = 2,d = 3 vector and chiral multiplets in the next section.

In the presence of the branes the ten-dimensional Lorentz invariance is broken 

from 5'0(1,9) to S0{1,2) x SO{3)h x 5'0(3)v. Here SO{3)}j acts on 

affecting the hypermultiplet. Scalar fields in these directions obtained from the 

dimensional reduction of the ten-dimensional gauge field describe fluctuations in 

the transverse positions of the threebranes along these directions. They parametrize 

the Higgs branch of the moduli space of supersymmetric vacua of the theory on the 

threebrane world volumes. We will see in Section 2.6 that these scalar fields are 

Nahm data for charge k instantons. The scalar fields in the {x^,x‘^,x^) directions 

vanish on the Higgs branch.

2.2 Superfield Content of the Model

We can decompose N — 2,d = 4 multiplets into N = 2,d — 3 fields as described 

in [4], by arranging the coordinates ,02,9' ) into complex spinors 9a and 9a-
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This is done as follows:

e^ = 9^-i9^, 9^ = 9^ + i9^, q = 1,2. (2,1)

Here,

+«'*), e2 = \{K + S'\ (2.2)

The N = 2, d = 3 superspace is parametrized by the spacetime coordinates m = 

0,1,3, as well as the four fermionic coordinates in Equation (2.1). From these we can 

define new bosonic coordinates + i9a'^9. Note that cr™' is symmetric since

m = 0,1, 3. The coordinate in the four-dimensional space becomes a continuous 

index labelling infinitely many three-dimensional fields when we move to N = 2, d = 

3 superspace. Metric and spinor conventions as well as Fierz identities can be found 

in Appendix A.

2.2.1 Bulk Superfields

The standard reference on Supersymmetry, which we follow here, is [43]. Superfields 

in the superspace are polynomials in the fermionic coordinates. Vector superfields 

are defined by the constraint V = and have a gauge boson as their component 

of highest spin. The vector multiplet transforms as > ^-“•“^6“'" e2iV ^ 2iA^2iV^2iAt \

is a chiral multiplet. Here V is written in Wess-Zumino gauge, with = p:

V{x) = -i99p - 9(j^9v^ + i{99)9\ - i{99)9\ + -{99){99)D. (2.3)

An N — 2,d = 3 linear supermultiplet

(2.4)
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is formed from V. The supersymmetry degrees of freedom contained in the linear 

multiplet S are exactly those of the vector multiplet V. Thus E is composed of a 

gauge boson, {v„iip)i a fermion, A, and a real scalar field, D, that is an auxiliary 

field. The linear multiplet E gives the kinetic term for the vector multiplet in the 

action. For the calculation of E it is useful to note that

= -2iDpV + 2[V, D^V],

and that Da = —da when acting on functions of y. The details of the calculation 

are given in Appendix B, and we find the following expression;

E(x) =4p - 46X - 49X - 4i99D - 49a^^9Fmn + 4i9a^9[vm, p] - 4i{99)9a^[vm, X]

+ 2i{m)9a^d„,X - 2i{99)9a^dmX - 2{99){99)dmK, p] - {99){M)np.

(2.5)

where = dmVn - dnVm + [vm^Vn]. Although it is not Hermitian, transformations 

of the linear multiplet E ^ leave the action unchanged.

Chiral superfields are defined through the covariant constraint Da^ = 0 (i.e. 

any field $ that is a function of 9 (and y) but not ^ is a chiral superfield) and have 

a fermion as their component of highest spin. There are three chiral superfields in 

the theory: $, Ui and U2. The first of these, •F transforms as $ —> +

under gauge transformations. The field $ and its complex conjugate can 

be expanded in superspace as follows:

$(a:) = A + V291P + {99)G + + -^{99)9a^dm^ + ^{99){99)nA (2.6)

$(x) = A* + V29i; + {99)G* -i9a^9dmA* + -^{99)9a^dmi^ + ^{99){99)DA* (2.7)

So the components of $ are a complex scalar field A, a fermion xf), and a complex 

scalar field G. G is an auxiliary field. The other two chiral fields in the theory
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transform as Uj e j = 1,2. The chiral field Uj is expanded in its

component fields below. Its complex conjugate takes the same form as that of

Uj = Uj + \/29xj + {90)Fj + iOa^OdmUj + -^{69)9a'^dmXj + (2.8)

The content of each of the chiral fields Ui and U2 is a complex scalar field u, a 

fermion x and a complex scalar field F that is again an auxiliary field.

The theory is = 4, d = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in the bulk, 

coupled to N = A, d = 3 hypermultiplets on the defects. The action is written in 

N = 2,d = 3 superspace, so the bulk degrees of freedom are combined into the 

N = 2,d = 3 fields defined above: E, <I>, Ui and U2- The fields E and Ui together 

form an Y = l,d = 4 vector multiplet. The chiral multiplets $ and U2 form an 

Y = 1, d = 4 hypermultiplet. We treat the coordinate = s as a label.

2.2.2 Defect Superfields

The defect hypermultiplets can be in either the (anti-)fundamental or the bifunda

mental representation of the gauge group. The defect action was written for the 

fundamental hypermultiplets in [4]. Here we add a term involving bifundamental 

fields to the defect action. The superfields on the defects, i.e. the Y = 2, d = 3 

hypermultiplets Qip, Q2p, and B2, are defined below.

The fields Qip transform in the fundamental representation of the gauge group, 

while Q2p transforms in the antifundamental representation of the gauge group:

Qip

Q2p

where Ap is the gauge transformation at Sp and p = 1,..., n labels the defects arising 

from the D3-D5 intersections. For each value of p, Qip and (^2? form an Y = 4, d = 3
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hypermultiplet. Writing their expansions in = 2, c? = 3 superspace, we see that 

they are each composed of complex scalars q and J:

Qjp = Qjp + iBa^Bdmq^p + -{BB)[9B)nqjp + {BB)Jjp (2.9)

Qw = 4 - + ^(BB)(gB)Dq;^ + (#)/;,, (2,10)

where j = 1, 2 and p = 1,n.

The hypermultiplets Bj,j = 1,2, transform in the bifundamental representation 

of the gauge group;

Here the chiral multiplet Al is the gauge transformation valued at the left end-point 

of s, while Aft, is the value at the right end-point. For D3-NS5 intersections, these 

points are not the same. The D3-brane may split on the NS5-brane, in which case 

there will be a bifundamental string state from a string stretching between the left 

and right end-points. The bifundamental field becomes massless if we move the D3- 

brane ends together. The hypermultiplets are composed of complex scalars b and 

L:

Bj = bj + Wa^edmbj + ^{99){ee)Dbj + {99)Lj
(2.11)

Bj = b* - i9a^9d„,b* + ^{99){99)nb* + (99)L*.
(2.12)

2.3 The Action

The action of the theory consists of the action in the 4-dimensional bulk, S4, plus 

the actions on the defects, S^p and S'^. In this section we write the action in terms of
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the superfields introduced in the previous section. The action is written in terms of 

the components fields in Appendix C. Since the auxiliary fields enter algebraically, 

by varying the auxiliary fields in the action we can find expressions for them in terms 

of the other component fields. We will obtain the supersymmetry conditions called 

the D- and F-fiatness conditions by setting the auxiliary fields to zero. The special 

properties of integration over superspace, namely f d99 = 1 and f d91 = 0, mean 

that we have to write only {99){99) terms when integrating over d^9d?9, and only 

{99) {{99)) terms when integrating over d?9 {d^9). This simplifies the calculation.

2.3.1 Bulk Action

The bulk action is A = 4, d = 4 SYM written in terms of A = 2, d = 3 superfields:

-2iV -2iVjj= y dsd^xd^9d^9tr ^ ~ ^ {^■‘^^^{ds — $)e

J dsd^xd^9tr(^ — 9^ — $, Uj]^ + J dsd^xd‘^9tj:(^ — ^eij[Uj, dg —

(2.13)

Each of the terms in the bulk action is expanded and written explicitly in terms 

of the component fields in Appendix C. This will allow us to vary the action with 

respect to the auxiliary fields and thus write the flatness conditions for these fields.

2.3.2 Defect Action

On the defects, the action Szp couples half the superfields in the bulk to the degrees 

of freedom on the defects which are contained in the superfields Qip and Q2p- Only 

V and U2 are coupled to the defects, resulting in the following expression for Ssp in 

terms of A = 2, d = 3 superfields:
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‘S'sp —
J d^xcf 6(1^9 {Qipe ^'^Qip +Q2pe^'^Q2p)+ ^ j d^x(f9Q2pUiQip

J d^xd^9QipUiQ2p-

(2.14)

At the left and right endpoints of an interval in s, we have the D3-NS5-brane inter

section that results in the defect action S'^. It consists of terms that couple the bulk 

fields V and U2 to the bifundamental hypermultiplets on the defect:

= d^xd^ed^etr §26-^^^^B2)

J d^xd'^etv {-B2U^Bi + Bit/f B2) + ^j d^xd^etv {-BiU^B2 + W^Bi).

(2.15)

Again, each term in S^p and S'^ is expanded in its component fields in Appendix C.

2.4 Auxiliary Fields

The D-component of the vector superfield V and the Fi-component of the chiral 

superfield Ui are auxiliary fields. Auxiliary fields are the component fields of high

est dimension in their supermultiplets, and transform into total derivatives under 

supersymmetry transformations (since any higher powers in 9 and 9 in their multi- 

plets are spacetime derivatives of the other component fields). They can therefore 

be included in a supersymmetry-invariant action. We can obtain expressions for the 

auxiliary fields from their equations of motion and use these to eliminate them from 

the action. Scalar potential terms come from the F- and F-terms in the action. In 

Yang-Mills theory the scalar potential is the sum of the F- and D-term contributions 

and supersymmetric minima must satisfy F = 0 as well as F = 0, as we shall see
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below.

Therefore solutions to D- and F-flatness conditions, i.e. D = 0 and F = 0, form 

a moduli space of supersymmetric vacuum solutions. We will see in the next section 

that this moduli space can be identified with the moduli space of solutions to the 

Xahm equations. Here we vary the action to find expressions for the auxiliary fields 

D and Fi in the vector and chiral superfields.

By varying the action written in Equations (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15), (and in 

Appendix C in terms of its component fields) with respect to D and Fi we find 

expressions for D and F^\

D = - ^h] - ^[“2, ul] + ^{qipQlp - q2pq2p)S{s - Xp)

- lihlh ~ b2b*2)S{s - Xn) + '-{b^bl - blb2)6{s - A^,

(2.16)

Here the n fundamental fields are located at points s = Ap,p = 1,..., n. The bifunda

mental fields are located at the left and right endpoints of the interval parametrized 

by s, these are Xl and Xr respectively. The expressions for the other auxiliary fields 

are written in Appendix D.

The vacuum fields are supersymmetric. Consider the supersymmetry algebra, 

which has the relation {Q, Q} ~ H. A supersymmetric vacuum state / obeys 

Qf = 0, therefore {Q, Q}f = Hf = 0, and a supersymmetric state has zero energy. 

Also, if a state g satisfies Hg = 0, then < g, Hg >=< g, {Q, Q}g >=< Qg, Qg >= 0, 

and 5 is a supersymmetric state. Now consider the bulk part of the auxiliary field 

F = —I (^(A 4- A*) -(- [A, A*] + [ui,ul] + [u2, u^]) = —f F. Substituting back into 

the bulk action, we find

Sn =
.iQ2 I io2

giZ + -n (2.18)
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So the potential term in the action is and thus it is minimized by setting D = 0, 

which is a supersymmetric vacuum condition. By substituting the F-terms back 

into the action we find similar quadratic expressions for the other potential terms, 

so similarly F = 0 is a supersymmetric vacuum condition.

2.5 Nahm Transform and Nahm Equations

As discussed in the introduction, Nahm data consist of a connection Tq on a Her- 

mitian bundle over an interval X parametrized by s and bundle endomorphisms Tj 

that transform as Tj —> g~^Tjg under the gauge group. The Nahm data satisfy the 

Nahm Equations:

^-i[To,T,]+i[T2,Ts]=0,
as

(2.19)

^-i[To,T2]+i[T3,T,]=0,
as

(2.20)

^-z[Xo,T3]+i[Xi,X2]=0.
as

(2.21)

The intervals X may have boundaries, which are labelled by Ap, p = l,...,n. The 

Nahm equations above hold over each interval, with the Nahm data defined on the 

bundle over that interval. Assuming neighbouring bundles are of equal rank there 

will be discontinuities at the jumping points, resulting in delta functions. Thus we 

may introduce source terms on the right hand side of the Nahm equations as follows:

^ f [To, Ti] + i[Tj, Tk] = -^<5(s - Ap)Qt^iQp, (2.22)

where Qp is a 2k -component row vector. The Nahm Equations on each subinterval 

can be rewritten in complex form as follows:

A
ds

{a -1- a^) -I- [a, a'^] -|- [/?, /?'*'] = 0 (2.23)
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+ [q, p] — 0, (2.24)

where a = —iTq + T3 and /5 = —Ti + iT2- Looking at Equations (2.16) and (2.17), 

we see that, setting D and to zero, we can write them in the same form as the 

Nahm Equations above. Since Ui vanishes on the Higgs branch the commutator 

in Equation (2.16) will be zero. The D- and F-flatness conditions will then 

have the following form;

— (y4* + >1) + [A, A*] + [u2, ul] = {qipQlp — qlpq2p)6{s — Xp) + (616* — blb2)5{s — Xl)

du2
ds

-iblb,-b2b;)S{s-Xn),

+ [^) U2] — qipq2pb{s — Xp) + b2biS{s — X^) — 6162^(3 — Xl).

(2.25)

We can make the following identifications:

OL — —iTq + T3 — A (2.26)

P — —Ti + iT2 — U2 (2.27)

The solutions involving scalar fields Re(^) and U2 parametrize the Higgs branch of 

the space of vacua of the gauge theory on the D3-branes. Here we see that these fields 

solve the Nahm equations, making explicit the connection between gauge theories 

on D-branes and instantons, as described earlier. The fundamental fields qj that 

arise from intersections with D5-branes are related to the spinors Q that are Nahm 

data at jumping points on an interval. The bifundamental fields b appear due to 

intersections with NS5-branes. As we shall see in Chapter 4, these fields are Nahm 

data at the end-points of an interval for an instanton on the Taub-NUT space.
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Chapter 3

Kraan &: van Baal Formula for

Calorons

Calorons are finite temperature Yang-Mills instantons on x Here we give 

a derivation of a formula for charge k calorons in terms of the Green’s function 

of the Laplacian of the Weyl operator defined for the Nahm transform. We thus 

generalize the work in references [9] and [1], where similar derivations are given for 

instantons and the charge one caloron, respectively. This method provides us 

with a simple formula for calorons in terms of the values of the Green’s function 

at jumping points. If the Nahm data is defined over an interval J in M, then the 

formula will give monopole solutions. If it is defined over a circle then we will have 

calorons. This can be compared to the situation in Chapter 2 where the D3-branes 

can be periodic in one coordinate and intersected by D5-branes, or can be located 

on an interval, suspended between two fivebranes.

The formula we derive here describes charge k calorons. This formula is related 

to the D3-D5-brane configuration of Chapter 2 prior to the introduction of the 

NS5-brane, where the D3-branes are periodic in one coordinate. The inclusion of 

NS5-branes has a significant effect which will be discussed in the following chapter. 

Here we go through each step of the derivation of the caloron formula in detail.
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We introduce the Nahm data in the next section, then in Section 3.2 we construct the 

Weyl operator Vt from the Nahm data. We write the Laplacian and consider its 

Green’s function. Finally we derive the caloron formula in Section 3.5. In Chapter 4 

we will present a derivation of an instanton formula in a curved background. Many 

of the details of the derivation will be similar.

3.1 Nahm Data

Nahm data are defined on a Hermitian complex vector bundle E of rank k over 

the circle 5^, which we parametrize by s where G They are kxk Hermitian 

matrices T that are bundle endomorphisms and transform as Tj —^ g~^Tjg under 

gauge transformations, and a Hermitian connection V = ^ — iTo in the s direction. 

As discussed in the Introduction the Nahm data may also include boundary (jumping 

point) data. The jumping point data consist of 2A;-component vectors Qj for each 

of n jumping points Xj, (i.e. Q = { Q2 ... ) is a 2k x n matrix), while

To and Tj are defined on each interval {Xj, Aj+i). In the next section we construct a 

Weyl operator from the Nahm data.

3.2 The Weyl Operator

The Weyl Operator T> acts on a bundle 5 0 T that is the product of a rank 2 Her

mitian spinor bundle S and the Hermitian bundle E over . We use the Hermitian 

metric on this bundle to form the adjoint Weyl operator Tfi First we define the 

twisted Weyl operator:

^ (1 ® - “^0 + iio) -~9S>(f -t)'j f(s) '' ^ D,/(3) ^

Vtf =
Q\f{M) Cl/(Ai)

Qlf(\) ) QUlK) !
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where the f{Xj) are spinors and f{s) is a continuous section. We note the form 

of the operator Dj here, which is the Weyl operator defined only on the intervals 

between neighbouring jumping points and not at the jumping points:

Dt - 1 (g) - iTo + it(^ - CT (g) (T - t). (3.1)

Later we will use the Green’s function of the operator D^Df in our derivation. We

can use the Hermitian inner product on the bundle to determine Vl since:

< {^,XU-,Xn), > = < T^l{'ip,Xu-,Xn)J > ■

We write the inner product:

(3.2)

< (^,Xi, Xn), A/ >= J ds ^1 g) (^— - zTo + 'ito) - ag) (f - /+

+ ^ XjQ]f{^3)-

(3.3)

Using Equation (3.2) and integrating the above expression by parts we have

< Pj(t/;,Xi,...,Xn),/>= j ds{^ V'+
\

(3.4)

Boundary terms from the integrating Equation (3.3) by parts are implicit in Equa

tion (3.4) since we are considering a generalised derivative which includes naturally 

the boundary terms at jumping points, i.e. 6{s +X)'ip{—X) and —5(s —A)^(A). From 

Equation (3.4) we see that the adjoint Weyl operator acts on (V', Xi) Xn) as
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follows:

= ® ---- — (J (S> {T f), (5(s Ai)(5l, •••) '^n)Qn^

/ ^ \

Xi

V Xn /

= D,V + ^5(5-A,)Q,-x,-.

(3.5)

3.3 The Kernel of the Weyl Operator

The columns of the matrix ih form an orthonormal basis for Ker DJ, i.e. = 1 

and = 0. The projection onto Ker V] is

= 1 _ VtFVl (3.6)

Writing =
^ ^ 

v^/
, we have

1 - VtFVtt _
ipxp^ ^PX^

XX^

\

/
(3.7)

Here ip is a. 2k x n matrix and x = iXje) is an n x iV matrix, where j labels the n 

jumping points and e labels the N solutions which are the columns of the matrix. 

Taking suitable components of Equation (3.7), we find the following relation, which 

will be useful later:

1 - Q^FQ = xx^ (3-8)

This is a consequence of the orthonormalization condition.
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3.4 The Green’s Functions

We wish to describe the Green’s function of the operator VlVt as we will write our 

formula in terms of this function. Importantly, we note that the Nahm Equations 

require that the operator VlVt commutes with the sigma matrices. To see this we 

write V\T>t.

VlVt =1 G) + itof -^ + ^tr2x2QQ^S{s - Xj)\

dT- \^ - i[ro, Ti] + z[Tj, n] ] + vec{QQ^)5{s - A,),E'

where z = t — T and ’vec’ picks out the part of an object that is proportional to the 

sigma matrices, e.g.

vec((7o (g) ao + cTj (g) ai + (72 ® 02 + 0-3 <8> 03) = (Ti (g oi + (72 g) 02 + (73 (g 03.

The second term in the second line of Equation (3.9) vanishes by the Nahm Equa

tions and so for self-dual connections the operator commutes with the sigma

matrices and is written

VlVt = 1 g - zTo + ito)^ + (f - tT + ^tr2x2QQ^S{s - . (3.10)

It is invertible and positive definite, so there is a Green’s function that satisfies:

T)lVtF{s,so) = 5{s - So). (3.11)

Since vlVt commutes with the sigma matrices its Green’s function will be propor

tional to the identity in S and will thus be a very nice function to work with. For 

our derivation we will require the Green’s functions of two operators. One com

mutes with sigma matrices, that is the Green’s function of the operator introduced 

above. The other does not commute with sigma matrices. It will not feature in the
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final instanton formula, but will be very useful in developing the formula. So we 

introduce the following two Green’s functions:

l^F=(v\v,)-\ G=(d!D,)-‘, (3,12)

where is as given above, and

dJd, = 1 — iTq + itof' + I

/ i'

(3.13)

The functions F and G are closely related. It is easy to see from their definitions 

that

F-i + (3.14)
j

As mentioned above, F is easier to compute than G since it is proportional to the 

identity matrix in spin space and we shall need only F for the instanton formula. 

From Equation (3.14) we have that G = {F~^ — QQ^)~^ and using (1 — FQQ'^)~^ = 

Y.n.«(FQQ^T we obtain the following equation:

1 + Q'GQ = (1 - Q'FQ)-\ (3.15)

From Equation (3.14) we also find the following useful equations:

GQ = FQ(1 - Q'FQ)-^

QtG = (1 - Q*f(3)-'e*F.

(3.16)

(3.17)

We will require Equations (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17) for the derivation of the caloron 

formula.
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3.5 Derivation of the Instanton Formula

The instanton field resulting from the Nahm Transform is given by the following 

expression:

The notation over the derivative is understood as follows:

We express ip in terms of an operator R\

(3,18)

= 0 => 'D\ip + Qx = 0
=> t/> = -(dJ)"^(5x = Rx-

(3.19)

We will thus be able to deal solely with x our formula, eliminating any need 

to solve the Weyl equation for ip. We can therefore immediately see the benefit 

cf using this approach to constructing the caloron. From here on we will write all 

of the indices for each quantity in the formula explicitly. Although this may look 

somewhat over decorated, it would be useful for computational purposes to have the 

formula written in this form. Using indices that label the rank of the Nahm data, 

the spinor components, the jumping points and the solutions, the expression for ip 
is

'4’j = - (DJ) Xj)Xj

—R-aajis'jXj ?

(3.20)
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where

a = 1, 2 labels the spinor indices 

a = 1,k is the rank of the Nahm data 

j — 1, ...,n labels the jumping points 

e = 1,N{= n) labels the solutions.

Our first step is to write Equation (3.18) using indices, substituting in the expression 

for Ip. The result will be an expression involving only R and x- The rest of the 

derivation will involve using R and R^ to introduce the Green’s functions F and G. 

We will then eliminate G in favour of F. We will end up with a formula comprised 

of X: Q and F. Writing all of the indices and substituting for xp, we get:

W = y + xY'Kxj = + xT'Kxj-

(3.21)

Expanding this we have

221'^ = xl* {^.aaKRo...,) x’i +xT{i + d,aF

-S„xl‘ (l + RlcaRfap Xj.
(3.22)

To get our desired formula for A we first need to find expressions for the terms in 

brackets in the equation we have above. We do this for (1 + Ft]aa^aaj) and come 

up with the following nice result:

1 T ^i,aa^aa,j = 1 + Qi,'yc^t'yc,aa(^t)aa,l3bQ0b,j

= 1 + Q\^^fi‘yc,0b{^ii^j)Qpb,j 

= (1 — Qi^^cT7C,/36('^i) ^j)Q0b,j)
(3.23)
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Here the second line follows from the definition of G, the next line from Equation 

(3.15), and the final line uses the projection operator in Equation (3.8) written in 

Section 3.4. The other expression from Equation (3.22) that we must deal with is 

For this we will need to use the following derivative:

tt-1 _ d'i-i
pr,pb^ (3.24)

where, as previously, dJ = — 1 (g) (^ — zTq + ito) — a 0 (T — Thus we have

— Qi,~fc^t'yc,aa(^t)aa,Sd^P ® ^dr(Dt)pr,l3bQ0b,jt^-1

— nt ® IdrDtpr ,KkG nk^jibi,^ 1 ^j^Qpbjji
(3.25)

where we have used G = (D^Df) We can find an expression for in

a similar manner, so we can write:

~ Ql,'rc^lc,Sd{^ii ®D^^Gi.^k,l3b{s,Xj)Qpi,j^ (3.26)

where D^, = (Dq, —A) = ((^ — *Fo + Uq), —(Tj — tj)) . Using Equations (3.16) and 

(3.17) we have

= (1 - Q'FQ)-'Ql,-,cF«l(\, s)n% ® D-i^Fais, A,)(3»,,(l - Q'FQ)-\

(3.27)

Next we make use of the projection operator, Equation (3.8):

={xtxfy^Ql^cFcd{XuS)fi^^^ 0 ( - A'^^) Aft(s, Aj )Q^6j (X^^x]^)"^

=\{xlxf)~^Ql^cnlt ® d^FcbiXi, Xj)Q0b,j{XixYy^

=\iXiXY)~^d^, ® Fcb{Xi,Xj)Q0b,j) iXixYy^-

(3.28)
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We now have most of the work done, and all that remains is to tidy up the expression 

further. The full instanton formula now looks like this:

=x!^ (x{x"r^)xf

+ xI^(xtxh~^d^Xi - d^xtixfxVr^Xi-
(3.29)

The formula is given in its final form, in terms of the Green’s function F, below.

(2Ai„r' F(x-'n 9^ ® ■f’<*(Ai,Aj)Q»j) (x* ')
{x-')'0,x)| - (a^x')‘(x^-')l

(3.30)

This expression generalises the formula for a charge one caloron derived in [1]. Equa

tion (3.30) is a general formula for a caloron with no magnetic charge.

As mentioned earlier this caloron formula relates to the situation where we have 

k D3-branes that are periodic in one coordinate intersected by n D5-branes. In the 

next section we will derive a formula for the brane configuration of Section 2, in 

other words we will account in our formula for the effect of introducing an NS5- 

brane to the configuration. The derivation in the next section will be completely 

analogous to that above. We shall therefore not go through the same steps again 

but will refer to this section where necessary.
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Chapter 4

Yang-Mills Instanton on the 

Taub-NUT Space

In this section we derive a formula for a charge k SU(2) Yang-Mills instanton on 

the Taub-NUT space. This formula can be used to find instantons that arise from 

the brane configuration discussed in Chapter 2; the inclusion of NS5-branes in that 

model is reflected in the instanton formula by the addition of bifundamental data to 

the caloron formula of Chapter 3, this in turn reflects the presence of the Taub-NUT 

background.

Just as for the derivation in Chapter 3, we use the Green’s function method to 

write our formula. In fact the derivation we present below is completely analogous 

to that in the previous chapter. In the next chapter we provide a simple example of 

this formula in use by writing an explicit expression for the charge one instanton. 

In the charge one case the Nahm data is Abelian, thus simplifying the calculation.
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4.1 The Taub-NUT Space

4.1.1 The Taub-NUT Metric

The Taub-NUT space is described in [44]. It is a four-dimensional asymptotically 

locally flat (ALF) hyperkahler manifold with one periodic coordinate ^p 'tp + Atv. 

In the compliment of one point the Taub-NUT space can be thought of as fibred 

over a base R^\{0}. The Taub-NUT metric is

ds^ = -t- dx^ -H ^^

M (i + ^)

d 1

{d-ip -I- 00 • dxY (4.1)

where f is a vector parametrizing W, and ^|f| = ^ijk^dujj^ 
3 The parameter I is

related to the asymptotic size of the S^. The Taub-NUT metric approaches the flat 

metric on as i 0. To see this, we write the flat metric using quaternions, as 

follows:

ds^ = dqdq, (4-2)

where q = qo+iqi+jq2 + kq3. We can write g as a product of an imaginary quaternion 

a and a unit complex number e"^. The coordinate xp has period 47r so that the space 

is smooth at the origin. Now introducing a vector x = —aia and a one-form oo — 
■^^{daia — aida), we can write the flat metric as ds^ = 4 ^|^dx^ -|- \x\{dip + do • df)^^, 

the Taub-NUT metric when I 0.

An instanton on the Taub-NUT space is a connection on a

Hermitian bundle over the Taub-NUT space, with curvature F = dA - iA A A that 

satisfles the self-duality equations F = *F, and with flnite action S = J tiF A 

where the operation * is the Hodge star operator.
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f^io

112

Figure 4.1: Bow Diagram for the Taub-NUT. The Nahm data is defined over the
I I] tj._____ ... d
2' 2i I I

' ' '1. The bow data 6oi and bio are
interval It consists of a connection £ - iTq and three Hermitian endomor-
phisms ti of the complex line bundle e —> [—1,|]- The bow data 6oi and bw 
linear maps taking us between the one-dimensional vector spaces at the ends of the 
interval.

4.1.2 The Taub-NUT Bow Data

A description of the Taub-NUT space as a hyperkahler quotient is given in [44] [45].

We consider the interval [—|, 5], parametrized by the coordinate s, shown in Figure

4.1. There is a complex line bundle e -> [-|, I] over this interval with a Hermitian

connection £ - ito and three Hermitian bundle endomorphisms, These

are rank one Nahm data. There is a one-dimensional fibre e+i at each end of the-^2
interval, with a map 610 taking us from e_| to ei and a map 5oi going from to 

e_i. The data 601, &10) satisfy the Nahm equations and behave as follows under 

gauge transformations:

to

^3

^01

^10

9 toQ + ig'

-1

-1^
ds'

9~ tjg,

g~H-^)boi9{^),

9~\^)biog{-^^)-
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The moment maps vanish if [44]

[d,t] = (^L^oibio —

[d\ h] + [t^, t] = 5z,(^oi&oi ~ ~ ^oi^oi))
(4.3)

where we have use the combinations d — ^ ~ Ho ~ 'ts and t = ti + it2- We can 

combine (^01,^10,^015^10) i>^to spinors and h+ as follows:

6_ =
"01

b+ =
"10

-^10 , i 5oi

Then at s = ±| we have

b^bi = \^±%

4.1.3 A Basis of Self-Dual Forms

(4.4)

At each point s on the Taub-NUT interval there is a line bundle with an

Abelian connection ag — sa, where

a =
dip + ijJ

2V '■
(4.5)

and V = i + 7I. These connections are Abelian instantons since they have self-hi
dual curvature da in the orientation {ip,xi,X2,X3), with finite action. We note that 

the components of the right-hand side of the following relation provide a basis of 

self-dual two-forms on the Taub-NUT:

idh; - in) A (irfi; - ia) = '-at t a -t- ^eytdx'dx’ | . (4.6)

We use coordinates {ip,tj) so that our basis among one-forms is {a,dtj). We note 

that - ia = -{d\+ia) so {d\-ia) A {d\+ia) is self-dual. We refer to [44] for 

a proof of the self-duality of the curvature of the Taub-NUT instanton. The proof
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relies on the self-duality of the combinations discussed here as well as the fact that 

the Green’s function commutes with the sigma matrices.

4.2 Connection in Curved Background

4.2.1 Setup

In this chapter we want to derive a formula for charge k connections with self-dual 

curvature on ALF spaces. In the previous chapter we found a formula for calorons 

on X We now plan to extend that formula to curved backgrounds. In the 

case of the Taub-NUT background this means including bifundamental Bow data, 

i.e. maps between the end-points of the Taub-NUT interval.

As before we wish to construct a Dirac-type operator from the Nahm data. 

In this case the data is the gauge field Tq and scalar fields Tj on the Taub-NUT 

interval J\{—A,A}, the fundamental fields Q± at the jumping points ±A, and the 

bifundamental fields B±. at the end-points of the interval, ±|. We find the dual 

operator, and taking the square V^V we end up with a Laplacian operator which 

has the useful property that it commutes with the sigma matrices.

The Bow data for an instanton on the Taub-NUT space was described in [44], 

and can be represented on a Bow diagram [44] [46] as shown in Figure 4.2. There 

are k x k matrices (Tq,?}) on the Taub-NUT interval that transform as Tq ^ 

g~^TQg — and Tj —> g~^Tjg. They are defined on a Hermitian complex vector

bundle E —> X\{—A,A}, of rank k. They are shown in Figure 4.3. At jumping 

points s = ±A along the interval the Nahm data takes the form of 2/c-component 

vectors Q± G that transform in the fundamental representation of the gauge

group as Q —> g~^Q. Here E±\ are fibres of the bundle FJ J, S' ~ is a rank 

2 Hermitian spinor bundle and g is the identity in S. The vectors Q± are grouped
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Bio

1/2

Figure 4.2: Detailed Bow Diagram for SU(2) Instanton on the Taub-NUT Space. 
This figure shows the maps to and from the vector spaces at the end-points and 
jumping points of the interval.

together from the following linear maps, which are shown in Figure 4.2:

F_a, (4.7)

Jr : F_a Wr, (4.8)

Ir:Wr^ Ex, (4.9)

Ij-.Ex-^ Wh. (4.10)

Here Wl and Wr are auxiliary one-dimensional complex vector spaces. We form 

Q± from the maps I and J as follows:

Q-

\ /
Q+ —

Ir )
(4.11)

We have Q- : Wr S i^i F'-a and Q+ : Wr S ^ Ex. The new ingredients in

the Taub-NUT formula are the linear maps Bqi : Ei —>• E_i_ and Biq : E_i Ei.
2 2 2 2

These are k x k matrices that transform as Bqi —> g^^BoiQR and Biq g^^Biogi,
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i.e. in the bifundamental representation of the gauge group.

Since we are considering an instanton in a Taub-NUT background, we twist the 

Weyl operator in the Taub-NUT space, thus the operator will provide information 

about the background. To twist the operator we will include the Taub-NUT Bow 

data (601, ^>10) ^0) tj) described in the previous section. We will see how this is done 

below.

The kernel of the Weyl operator is T = where -0 is an section of
/ \

J\{-A, A}, x±A e E^x and v = , with v± E E.i. Therefore

T acts on 0, Q on x and B on v. When we introduce the twisted operator we 

will still denote the kernel as T = (0, y, v) but in this case 0 is an section of 

S <S) E iS) e X\{—A, A} and v± E E^i (8> e^i, where e is the bundle described in 

Section 4.1.2. Therefore, in this case {T — t) acts on 0, Q on y, and {B, —b) on v.

4.2.2 Weyl Operator

We construct the Weyl operator V and its dual from the instanton and Taub- 

NUT Bow data. We know that this Bow data satisfies the Nahm equations, and thus 

we will be able to construct a Laplacian that commutes with the sigma matrices. 

We can derive a formula for an instanton on Taub-NUT using the Green’s function 

of this Laplacian. A simple Bow diagram for the instanton data is shown in Figure 

4.3. The Nahm data Ti and T2 on the middle and end intervals gives the positions 

of the instanton constituents. At s = ±A we will have the vectors Q± while the 

linear maps between endpoints are given by the Bow data Bqi and Biq. We define
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Figure 4.3: Simple Bow Diagram for SU(2) Instanton on the Taub-NUT Space. This 
figure shows the Nahm data Ti and T2. The Nahm data is the same on the left and 
right intervals since T\ and T2 are the positions of the instanton constituents.

the operator D:

D:/-.

/ ot \
where S_ =

B\„

QlfW 

Bim 
bU(-I)
\

(4.12)

-B,01

and B+ =
yS.o/

. This operator acts on the space of

sections oi S ^ E that are continuous on I and have derivatives on X\{—A, A}. 

We use the hermitian inner product, which is defined as

{f,g) = / f{s)9{s)ds,

to write

(T,D/) = j (J-^ - iTo - f{s) + (x-aQL/(-A) + xxQl +
(4.13)
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Integrating Equation (4.13) by parts and using the fact that the inner product is 

Hermitian, we can write an expression for the operator dual to V:

= + 'i'To - + ^ A)Q±Xi;^ + 6{s - 2)-^+^+ +

(4.14)

Here we understand ^ to be a generalised derivative and we extend tp by zero outside 

the interval, so that ^ has delta function terms (5(s + |)'0(-|) and -5(s - 

The operator acts on a space that is a direct sum of the space of sections of 

S ® E, the vector spaces and the vector spaces E^i [44].

We can twist the operator T> in Taub-NUT space as follows:

V,:f

\

QU(->-)

Q'jm (4.15)

/

SO that now we have a family of operators over the Taub-NUT. Again, using the 

hermitian inner product we can write

(K,®,/) = j ds<i>' ([^ - i(r„ - to) + Pj f(s) +

+ (’5+(-6-, B+)/(l) + S_(B_, -5+)'/(f)) ,
(4.16)

where = X~K we can determine the dual twisted operator V\ from (d', T>tf) = 

(T>JT,/). Integrating Equation (4.16) by parts, we get

(T,I?t/) = J ds||(-^ + z(ro-to) + :^)V’ + 5^<5(s±A)g±x±A+

+ 5(s - ^)(-6_, bM + 6{s + ^)(i?_, -6+)nl) j /(s), (4.17)
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and so we have found an expression for Vj:

vl^ = ■ — + i{To — to) + 5{s ± A)(5±x±a + B+)v\.-\-

(4.18)

As noted above, boundary terms will not arise from the integration by parts in 

Equation (4.16) since we are considering a generalised derivative. We are now in a 

position to write the Laplacian

= (- (sds) ds
)f(s) + S(s + X)Q-Qlf{-X) + Hs - A)Q^Qif(X)

+J(o - S+) h-i-, S+)'/(t) + {S-, +

+S(s + -6+) S+)t/(l) + (B_, -6+)'/(-t)) ,

(4.19)

where we have set Tq to zero and gauged away to- The following terms in the 

Laplacian will cancel due to the Nahm equations for the instanton data and for the 

Bow data:

^cTj <H) (^ + + ^(5(s ± A)vec((3±(5±) + S(s + ^)vec(5_Bl)
i ^ ^ ±\

+5(s - ^)vec{B+Bl) = 0,
(4.20)

^ cTj (g) ^ + i[tj, tk] + (5(s + ^)vec{b+b\.) + (5(s - ^)vec(&_6l) = 0, (4.21)
I

where, as before, ”vec” acts as follows:

vec(cro ® ao + (Ti g ai + (72 (S) 02 + (^3 ® 03) = (Ji g Oi + 02 g 02 + (73 g 03.

We can write the Laplacian, making evident the part that solves the Nahm equations.
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ELS follows:

VlVtf =1 igi M - + jtr(3+0!^/(A) + ^trQ.Qlf{-\)

+5<5(s - + ‘-MB.Bl + b^b{)f{-^)

—Sis - ^Mb.Bl + B^bi)f{~) - i<S{s + ‘-MB.bl + 6+Bl)/(^) j

+(^2® I { + i[Tj,Tk\ — i[tj,tk\^f{s) + {Q^Q]_)if{—\) + {Q-^-Q\.)if{X)

+S{s - + B^Bi),n‘-) + S(s + i)(B.BL+ b^bi),f(-^)'j .

(4.22)

We see that the term proportional to the sigma matrices in Equation (4.22) is zero 

in accordance with the Nahm Equations, and we have obtained a Laplacian that is 

a scalar function in spin space. By this we mean that the operator VlVt commutes 

with the quaternions and the Pauli matrices. Another way of writing the Bow 

equations is

vec(r>Jr>f) = 0.

We can use the Green’s function F of the Laplacian VlVt = 12x2 iS) A to write our 

formula. The Green’s function solves

AF(s, So) == 5(s - So), (4.23)

where s parametrizes the Taub-NUT interval. The function A is a scalar function 

in spin space, which is positive definite except at a finite number of points corre

sponding to zero-size instantons. Therefore it has a well-defined inverse given by 

the Green’s function 12x2 0 E = {VlVt)~^. In future we do not distinguish between 

F and 12x2 0 F.
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4.3 Deriving the Instanton Formula

Now that we have the ingredients we are in a position to derive a formula for the 

instanton on the Taub-NUT space in terms of the Green’s function of ©I'D. We 

define the following operators, which will be useful for our derivation:

= -1 0 - fTo 0 1 + zl 0 to) - ^ o'j 0 (Tj 0 1 — 1 0 tj).
i=i

The Weyl operator is "Dt = D 0 Ql, with D given by

+ ^){B- 0 1, -1 0 h+) + h(s - ^)( - 1 0 fc_, B+ 0 1

=^I ®

0 (5R / V 0 dr / /

(4.24)

(4.25i

where

V = -b
Sr 0

. 0

We have combined B± and b± into the quaternions B = (S_, 5+) and b = (d_, 6+) 

We use the notation: 5i = S(s + |) and Sr = S(s — |) throughout the derivation.

It is useful to write the expression for the Laplacian D^D. Unlike this is no 

a scalar function since its ’’vector” part will not disappear by the Bow equations 

This is because D does not include Nahm data at jumping points and thus th< 

equations will not be exactly satisfied. Although it is not as convenient an operato 

to work with for calculations, it is very useful to us in our derivation, and we writ' 

it here in terms of the operators and Y:

DtD=If<fi, + VY* (4.26
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where

YY^ = B
(

5r. 0

0 R

n ^ (
Or 0

0 5l

Sl 0

0 Sr

\
-

Sr 0
\

0 6,

(4.27)

Just as in Chapter 3 we define the Green’s functions

G= (DtD)-\ F={vlVty\ (4.28)

so that Equations (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17) apply.

Each point s defines a bundle over the Taub-NUT space with a connection =

dfj, — isUfj,. The instanton connection is

= (T,d^T), (4.29)

where T is the kernel of Vj. We assemble into a single covariant differential d = 

dt^d^ so that the connection is A = (4/,dT). A computation completely analogous 

to that in the previous section leads to

+ X - {d^xY (x^)
-1 (4.30)

This formula still contains terms that are difficult to compute, notably the terms 

containing the operator D^D. So we would like to simplify it further, in particular 

we would like to replace these awkward terms with some involving V^V. By a direct 

computation we find an expression for [d, D^]:

[d, Dt] = - (4+ m), ( SRdb_, Sidb (4.31)
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We note that

db^ = ~-—{d\ + ia)b- 
^1/

db+ = ^{d\+ia)b+,

(4.32)

(4.33)

however we will not require these expressions at present. Using Equation (4.25) we 

can write

D+[d,Dt]t = -i?J(4- ia) - Y

V 0 Sr

db\ (4.34)

/
where dU =

dbl

dbi+
. We now observe that

1
(4.35)

In the above and following expressions '^±ido is understood to be the total derivative 

with respect to tj and tg, i.e.

. , d db± d d= —+ -v^—+
dtj dtj db± dtj db]^. I ’

with a similar expression for Here taking a derivative with respect to b± involves 

taking a derivative with respect to each of its components, i.e.

d dd
(95- V dboi ’ dbio

and similarly for Substituting Equation (4.26) into Equation (4.35) we can 

write

{ft - ifhm'fi,) = « - j'%)(D'D - yyt), (4.36)

where YY^ is written in Equation (4.27). Now substituting Equation (4.36) into 

Equation (4.35) and Equation (4.35) into Equation (4.34) we arrive at the following
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expression for Dt[(i,

D^[d,Dt]^ = - ^(;^-iao)(D^D-yy^)(d\-?:a) -y

\ 0 5/
dhy (4.37)

/

We obtain an expression for [c?, D’*’]D in a similar manner (or note that it is the 

Hermitian conjugate of Equation (4.37)). Now we have

(Dt[rf,Dt]t-[d,Dt]D) =

= -^((i?-?:5o)(DtD-yyt)(4-m) - {d\+ia){'Q + ido){B^'D-YY^)'j

-Y
^ Sn 0^

0 6l
db^ + db

( d n ^
bn 0

(4.38)

0 dj
yt.

/

We can use the fact that

DtD = F-'-QQt, (4.39)

to replace D^D with the Green’s function F in our formula. We note that since Q 

has no dependance on to or tj we will be able to drop the QQ^ term in (1^ — ido)F. 

We obtain the following expression for the connection:

A = ((? - ido)F{d\ - ia) - {d\ + ia)(^ + Z(9o)F 1 Q{x^)t^-i

1+ -^x-"Q^F ||(^ - ido)YY\d\~ ia) - {d\+ia)m + i5o)yyt^ FQ{x^)-^

-\xr^Q^F{Y
( dn 0

0 dr
db^ - db

^ dn 0^

\ 0 5. y

+ ^X ^dx-^{dxy {x^) ^ (4.40)

Here, the Y, y^, and yy^ terms contain delta functions at the end-points of the 

Taub-NUT interval. These delta functions will hit the Green’s function at either
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side of the parentheses, i.e. they choose values of the Green’s function at these 

end-points. It will therefore be useful to make this explicit in the formula.

For compactness of notation we let

V ^ = '^ + ido,

and

dr = = d\ + ia,

where the unit quaternions are = (1, —icj). When we move the delta functions 

in Y out to the Green’s functions, we will be left with an array of 5’s and 6’s only, 

with no delta functions remaining, and Green’s functions taking values F(±|,Aj). 

This we call
/

-b+

-6_ B,
C =

V

\

/
(4.41)

In terms of this jC and its conjugate we can write the instanton formula as follows:

^Fdr - drVFjQix^) ^ + ^X ^dx - ^{dxV {x^) ^

1

+ \x-^Q^ [fl Fn) (v{CC^)df - drV(/:£t)^

"2^ 'QM ( Fn

I

V
dblFn

db^Fn

\

/

Fndb^ Fj.dh^ ]
f Fr^

(4.42)
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or, making use of Equations (4.32) and (4.33):

A =
^VFdr - drVrjQix^) ^ + ~X ^dx - ^{dx^ {x^) ^ 

+ \x-^Q^ ( Fl Fn ) hiCC^)df - drV(£Et) j

( ( Ez, Fh ) Fdr

Fl

\Fnj
t^-l

^ ~blFn \
blF'+^L /

- -Fp6_ FrF dr£t

^ F ^

\F,j
Qx'-'- (4.43)

This is the result that we have been looking for. Comparison with Equation (3.30) 

from the previous chapter shows that the first line of this instanton formula is very 

similar to the caloron formula we derived there, while the final line contains the 

distinctive bdb term, with b coming from C and where db can be seen explicitly in 

Equation (4.42), that is typical of an instanton formula.
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Chapter 5

Single SU{2) Taub-NUT Instanton

5.1 Bow Data

Now that we have written a formula for instantons on the Taub-NUT space, we wish 

to use it to find an expression for a single SU(2) Taub-NUT instanton, i.e. a self

dual charge one connection in a curved background (4.1). The aim is to write this 

expression in terms of the Green’s function of the Laplacian of the Weyl operator 

defined in the next section.

For a charge one SU{2) instanton we have piecewise constant Abelian Nahm 

data. We use the Bow diagram shown in Figure 5.1 to illustrate the setup. The 

Nahm data Ti and T2 solve the Nahm equations on the intervals (—|, —A) and (A, |),

Figure 5.1: Bow Diagram for SU(2) charge one instanton
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and on the middle interval (—A, A), respectively. They are the positions of the two 

instanton constituents. Since we have Abelian Nahm data, the Bow equations at 

s = ±|, which are written below in Equation (5.3), match and therefore Ti on 

the left interval equals Ti on the right. We introduce the vectors zi = t — Ti and 

Z2 = t — T2, which will be useful when we write the twisted Weyl Operator in the 

next section. We also have y = T2 — T1. At the jumping points ±A we get additional 

Nahm data, Q± in the form of two-component spinors, which satisfy

Q±Q± = p±k- (5.1)

At the ends of the interval we have linear maps Bio and Bqi between the vector 

spaces at ±|, which are the components of the spinors and B+ introduced in 

Chapter 4. For a charge one instanton both these components and the components 

of and 5_(_, also introduced in the previous chapter, are complex numbers. The 

Bow equations at s = ±| require

= t ±\ (5.2)

s±Bl = ri±ri. (5.3)

As a consequence we find the following relations:

blB+ = Bib.

biB_ = Blb+ =e*2 ^(Ti +1)2 - zj = e^^W,

=e 2 Ti+ty r2 _ e-*2W

(5.4)

(5.5)

where we have introduced W =
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5.2 The Weyl Operator

The Weyl Operator for this configuration has the following form:

We can twist this operator in Taub-NUT space as follows:

= - f ;f - 0 ® E =F e>(d(s+^)(B., -b+), S(s - h(B+, -b^)] ,

±A
(5.7)

where we have set To to zero, and gauged away to in favour of the phases of T = 

(B_, B+) and b = (6_, 6+). Now we can write the Laplacian T>JT(:

nlD,f = + ® +ip’j,Tt] - ^ /(«)+

+ 5{s - A)Q+q!,/(A) + a(s + A)Q_el/{-A)+

+ S{s + ‘-) [b.bI + b+b\) n-t) + S{s - t) [b+bI + 6_6'_) f(t)- 

- S(s + f) (b_6*_ + 6+B*.) /(f) - 5(s - f) {^B^bl + b.B<_)

(5.8)

A number of terms in the Laplacian will cancel or simplify due to Equations (5.1)- 

(5.3), and due to the Nahm equations, which arise from the vanishing of the moment 

map in the interior and which we write here:

d,T' dt+ i[Tj, Tk]- - i[tj, tk] + <i(s + A)vec((5-Qi)i + 5{s - A)vec((5+Q+)i+
as as

-|-d(s -I- ^)vec -|- 5+5+^ — 5{s — ^)vec -(- b^bl.'j = 0.

(5.9)

Here, as before, ”vec” picks out the part of a quantity that is proportional to the 

sigma matrices. After simplifying the Laplacian we can write it in the following
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form:

^ — (^) + + ^(■5 + ^)yf{—^) + <^(5 “ ^)yf{^)
+S«(T, + t)f(^) + Sl{Ti + t)/{-^) - - iH2Wt/(-^).

(5.10)

Now we must find the Green’s function of this Laplacian. It is reasonably straightfor

ward to find the Green’s function with sources at jumping points and at end-points, 

which is what we need for our formula.

5.3 Matching conditions for the Green’s function

We have six matching conditions on the Green’s function. Solving these we can 

obtain an expression for the Green’s function. It must satisfy Equation (4.23) at the 

jumping points and interval ends, and continuity conditions at the jumping points:

1.

—F(s,-A-t-e)-h —F(s, —A - e) H-?/F(s,-A) = / 5(s + X)ds. (5.11)
(IS ds J -A —€

2.

d
ds

d
F(s,X + e) + —F{s,X-e) + yF{s,X)= 5(8 - X)ds. (5.12) 

ds Jx-e

3.

-1 +1) + (T, + t)F{s. -1) - We-‘iF{s, 1) = / / h(s + l)ds.

(5.13)

4.

4F(s,l-e) + (r,+()F(s,l)-lVe+‘tF(-l r)= F^[s-^)ds. (5.14)
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5.

F{s, —A ~ e) — F{s, —A + e). (5.15)

i^(s, A — e) — F[s, A + e). (5.16)

We solve these matching conditions to find an expression for the Green’s function 

F{s,t) for the SU{2) Instanton on Taub-NUT for s,t = ±A, i.e. for a source 

positioned at either of the jumping points. We then arrange these four values into 

a matrix:
F J . (5.17)

( F(\,-X) F{\,X) )

We find the following expressions for the Green’s function at the jumping points:

F(—A, —A) = F(A, A) = (2:122^) ^ {ziC sinh 2Xz2 + Z2S cosh 2Az2 + yS sinh 2A2:2),

(5.18)

F(-A, A) = F(-A, A) = (2122^)“^ 2 sinh 2Az2 + z:2S'j , (5.19)

where

^ = - Wcos^ + C'cosh2Az2 + ^ )gsinh2Az2
2 2ZiZ2

+y{ziC sinh 2Xz2 + Z2S cosh 2AZ2),
(5.20)

and

C —m cosh zi (Z - 2A) + zi sinh zi (/ - 2A), 

S =msinhzi(Z — 2A) + Zi coshzi(Z — 2A).

(5.21)

(5.22)

In Equations (5.21) and (5.22) we have used the notation m — Ti + t.
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5.4 Green’s Function in Caloron Limit

We compare the above expression to that computed by Kraan and van Baal for a 

charge one caloron in [1]. From Equations (5.21) and (5.22) we can obtain Ci and 

Si, which are related by C = ^/w? — zlci and S = y/m? — zlsi.

Cl = cosh ( Zx{l — 2A) + sinh ^

Si = sinh I Zi{l — 2A) + sinh ^

Zl

yjw? — zl j ’

Zl

yjw? — zl ) '

(5.23)

(5.24)

and we can write the Green’s functions (5.18) and (5.19) in the following form:

F(—A, —A) = F(A, A) = (2:12:20 ^ (-^rCi sinh 2A2:2 + 2:251 cosh 2A2:2 + ysi sinh 2A22),

F{-X,X) = F{\,-X) = {ziZ2^) ^ {ziWe *2 sinh 2A22 + 2:251^ ,

^ = —W cos — + Cl cosh 2A22 + Si sinh 2A22
2 2ziZ2

(5.25)

(5.26)

(5.27)
+y{ziCi sinh 2Xz2 + 2:251 cosh 2A2:2)

We see that as m —>• 00, Ci —cosh 21 (/ — 2A) and si ^ sinh2i(/ — 2A). In this 

limit, where the Taub-NUT centre is at infinity while zi = t — Ti is held constant, 

we recover the Green’s function for the charge one caloron given in [2].

5.5 Green’s Function with Source at End-Points

We will also require the Green’s function for a source positioned at either of the 

end-points of the Taub-NUT interval. Again, we solve the matching conditions
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from Section 5.3. We find the following expressions:

= {Z1Z2O ^^^2-5'' +We *2 ^2iCosh2i(^ - A)sinh2A22+ 

+Z2 sinh Zi{- — X) cosh 2A22 + y sinh ■Zi(- — A) sinh 2A2:2^^ ,

(5.28)

F{-ij^,X) = F{-X,l^) = {ziZ2^) ^fwe Z2Sinh.Zi[\^- X) + 2ziS' smh.2Xz2

where

-ZiC' sinh 2A2;2 + Z2S' cosh 2A22 + yS' sinh 2A2;2 J ,

(5.29)

S' = msinhzi(- — X) z\ cosh 21 (- — A), 

C = mcoshzi(- — A) + zi sinh2:i(- — A).
Z/ z

(5.30)

(5.31)

Following from the symmetries of VlVt, we have

F(-A,-1) = F(A.1) = F(-1 -A).

F(A,-t) = F(l -A) = F(-1 A).
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5.6 Explicit Expression for the SU(2) Taub-NUT 

Instanton

5.6.1 The Calculation

The First Term

The first line of the instanton formula (4.40) contains a term

(5.32)

where dr^ = {a,dtj). We look at this term for the case where the Nahm data is 

Abelian. We choose y = (0, 0,2/3), and use the relations

Q±Q± = 2/±k,

Q_ = ia2Q+,

(5.33)

(5.34)

to obtain an expression for each Qi. We get

Q- = F
( r^\

v2?y

V ^ /

^ 0 ^ 

Y \/2y j
(5.35)

and can now form a quaternion

(Q_,Q+) =
/

V
cos f f sin ^ 

0 'th • • Wj

COS — 2 sin ^ j
= V^{eo cos ^ - 63 sin ^) 

= Qo^o +

(5.36)
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where ^JJ = 2lto and = (1, —icj). We use the fact that the Green’s function F 

commutes with the quaternions to write Equation (5.32) in the following form [1]:

A(first line) = ^{x~^)ea'nune0du(f>ai3dT^'{x^~'^) = ^dr^cpeafj^^aaepduct^ais, (5.37)

where

(t^aP = QaFQp- (5.38)

We can see from Equation (5.36) that (pap will be non-zero only when both a and 

(3 are 0 or 3;

000 = 2 cos^ ^(1 - 0“^ -b ReC) 

033 = 2sin^ ^(1 - 0“^ - ReC) 

003 = 030 = -i sin 0ImC,

(5.39)

where

<3= {l-2yFs) \ and Q = 2yFd.

Here we have used the notation

(5.40)

Fs = F{-X, -A) = F(A, A), Fd = F(-A, A) = F(A, -A), (5.41)

for the Green’s function at the jumping points which we previously calculated in 

Section 5.3. Now we have the necessary ingredients to write a simple expression for 

the first line of the instanton formula. First we specify the’t Hooft tensors 77“^:

Vjo ~ Voj — 

n]k = -vlj =

(5.42)

(5.43)
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Using Equations (5.79) we can write Equation (5.37) as follows:

4A(first line) = dT^(t)fil^ (^adv4>oo — (^3]du4>03 + crsaacrsdufpss ] • (5.44)

Writing A in terms of the functions 0 and C we have:

A(first line) = (dulogcj) + (j)d^ReC cos 0+

+vln (05^ReC + log 0 cos 0) + f(720(9,.ImC sin 0^

+fjl^ (cr2 (00,.ReC + du log 0 cos 0) - i(7i00^ImC sin

+ (5.45)

This is very similar to the caloron formula derived in [1], however we have extra 

terms due to the presence of the phase factor 0. The connection is

A = A^dr^ — Aoa + A^dti + A2dt2 + A^dt^,

where a = and U = ^ + p, as in Equation (4.5). We write the first component

An-

+iAo = -az(dulogcj)+(j)d3ReCcos0) -(Xi (^09iReC+<9i log0cos0-#52lmCsin

- <72 ^052ReC + 02 log 0 cos 0 + 7001 ImC sin 0^. (5.46)

The other three components of the first line of the instanton formula are written 

here:

zAi (first line) =

= (J3 ^02log0 + 002ReC cos 0^ + (Ti ^00oReC + 00 log 0 cos 0 + z003lmC sin 1

- 0-2 ^003ReC + 03 log 0 cos 0 - z00oImC sin 0^, (5.47)

+
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zA2lfirst line) =

= -0-3 (^5ilog0 + 0^1 ReC cos + cti + 83 log (p cos ip- icpdolmC sin 1

+ (72 (^(pdoReC + do log 4>cos^p + icpdslmC sin , (5.48)

iA3(first line) =

= 73 ^5olog0 + (pdoRoC cos 'ip'j — <Ji ^092ReC + 82 log (p cos ip + i88ilm(p sin ip'j +

+ (^2 (ddiReC + log (pcosip - i(p82lvciQsinij^. (5.49)

The Second Term

Now we consider the other terms in the formula. The second and third lines of the 

Equation (4.40) can be combined into a single term as follows:

A(second term) = -dTi^cpril^eaCTa^ap^p, (5.50)

where

(5.61)

Here the term 8u{YY^) comes from the second line of Equation (4.40), while 

comes from the third line. Both will be written explicitly below. The Green’s 

function at end-points is denoted Fie above, where i labels the jumping points and 

E labels the end-point. These functions were all written in Section 5.5. The sum in 

Equation (5.51) is over the jumping points. First of all we need to write 8^{YY^) 

and uj^. Previously, in Equation (4.27), we had

YY^ = {SlB- — 5r5_)(R15l ~ + {SrB+ — 5i:,5+)(R+5R — 5+(^l)- (5.52)
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Now using

we find

b±bl.=t±\, B±bI. = Ti±Xi,

= 5L{m — Xi+X}^L + + Xi ~ ~ (5.53)

We will need the derivatives of this term:

ao(yy^) = -SLilWe^^Sa + SnilWe-^^SL.

di (yyt) ^ + Sr - aj] Sr - 5l— {Titj + ri(j)t) e*2Sr

(5.54)

(5.55)

Here j labels the components of the vectors, i.e. j = 1,2,3.. Next we write

uJo = -{5rWSl - SlWSr),

LUi - (SR{t — tj)SR — SLit + tj)SL^ .

(5.56)

(5.57)

We note that in Equation (5.55) there are two terms involving sigma matrices. We 

shall ignore these for the moment, and exclude them from the expressions we write 

below for By doing so, we can move ep through and write

y4(second term) = -dr^^r/^^eaCTaegA^^. (5.58)

We will return to these simple terms involving sigma matrices in Equation (5.69). 

Let us now write the second term in more detail. Again, excluding the sigma
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matrix terms, we have the following expression for A:

^(second term) = ^(ToAqo + cr3(^a<^3^33 — c^a] A (5.59)

We find the following values for and write them in the form (A°^, A^^):

A^o cos^ I (^(2 - /t)ImZ+, - 9jReZ+'^ ,

A^3 =j sin" ^ (^(2 - /t)ImZ_, 3tj<^Z^ - 0jReZ_), 

Aq3 =A3q = ^ sin'0 ^ — ^(2 — /t)Re(Z+Z_)2,

(5.60)

(5.61)

(5.62)

2t($+$_)-^ - - (Z_Z+)^) -i0,Im(Z+Z_)n.
2|W|

where we have defined the following functions:

(5.63)

= (2r/|i7±|")-\ Z^ = 2yWHl = F„ ± (5.64)

and used the following notation:

^ tri(j) + tjTi
^ 2(rR + Ti(,)t,-)’

= ^Jw?-zle

(5.65)

(5.66)

Note that we have changed the definition of W so that it includes the phase factor 

from Equations (5.88) on. The Green’s functions F„ and Ff are those written in 

Section 5.5:

F„ = F(A-,-X} = F(\,‘-), 

F, = F{-^,\) = F{-\,‘-).

(5.67)

(5.68)
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The fourth and final term in Equation (4.40) will vanish if we choose x real. We 

will make this gauge choice since it simplifies the result. We must now return to the 

terms involving sigma matrices from Equation (5.55). These terms will cancel when 

a = p. So we just need to consider the cases where a = 0, P = 3 and a = 3, p — 0. 

The full term is

(eoo-aA^ges + A^geo) ■ (5.69)

After some calculation we have

(5.70)

We will use the notation

p = i sin V-'($+$-) (5.71)

In fact, this term is quite simple. It disappears when p = 0 and when p = 3, and 

otherwise it reduces to

—2d)sin'i/’(72($+$_)“2, p = 1,

2(?!) sin ■0(71 (<I>+<I>_)“T p = 2.

5.6.2 The Result

The full expression for the SU(2) charge one instanton on the Taub-NUT space is

A — AadTfj^ — Aqcl + A\dt\ + A2dt2 + A^dt^, (5.72)

where

a =
d'tp + u 

2V ’
(5,73)
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and

Aij, = ^<p\ ritfii^a{du(f>oo + Aqo) + crzcra(J3{d^4)33 + A33) - i[da,0-3](5^,003 + Ao3)+

+ [dadj,d3]pj J .

(5.74)

5.7 Summary of the Result

We have written an expression for an SU(2) charge one instanton on the Taub- 

NUT space in terms of number of simple functions that are related to the Green’s 

functions of the Laplacian 'D\'Df We write the result and a description of all of the 

quantities it contains in this section.

The Taub-NUT metric is

ds^ = I + dx^ +
0 + M

{di/j + uj • dx)

where T is a vector parametrizing and ■

The coordinates on an interval of length I are t = —^x, 2lto = ip 'tp + Att. The 

instanton constituent positions are given by Ti and T2. Relative coordinates are 

= t-fi and Z2 = t-f2, while y = f2 - fi is the displacement between the 

constituents. We have chosen y — (0,0,^3) For \y\, we write y, and similarly for 

other absolute values. The’t Hooft tensors are

duik

(6.75)

VjO ~ Voj ~ Vjk ~~ Vkj ‘̂'^^ijk- (5.76)

We write the result here:

A = Aqo, + Aidti + A2dt2 + A^dt^, (5.77)
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where a = —and V = / + |4, andV |X| ’

“ 7^ 1 ( (^a{9u<p00 + Aqq) + Cr3aaO'3{du4>33 + ^33) ~ *[<70) (^3]{du4>03 + ^03) +

+ Wa<Jj,(^3]pj j-

(5.78)

The term 0^/3 is related to the Green’s function at jumping points ±A and has the 

following values;

000 = 2cos^ ^(1 - 0“^ + ReC) 

033 = 2sin^ ~

003 = 030 = -isin0ImC,

(5.79)

where

<P={l-2yF{-X,-X))-\

C=2yF{-X,X),

(5.80)

(5.81)

and

F{—X, —A) =(^1^2^) ^ {ziCsinh 2A^2 + Z2Scosh 2A22 + ySsinh 2XZ2), (5.82)

F(-A, A) ={ziZ2C) M -2i\/(Ti + ty - zfe *2 sinh 2Xz2 + Z2S ) ,

0

(5.83)

2 2 2
^ = — \/ {Ti + ty — zf cos ^ + C cosh 2A22 + (fLi-fnt^ ginh 2Az2

2 2ziZ2

(5.84)

(5.85)

(5.86)

(5.87)

+ y{ziC sinh 2A2;2 + Z2S cosh2A2;2),

C ={Ti +1) coshzi(/ — 2A) + zi sinh2i(Z — 2A), 

S =(Tj +1) sinh2i(Z — 2A) + Z\ cosh2:i(Z — 2A).
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The term is related to the Green’s function with sources at the end-points 

and has the following values, written in the form (A°^, A^^):

A^o cos^ ^ 1^(2 - /t)ImZ+, - 9jReZ+^, (5.88)

^^33 ^ ^(2 “ /t)ImZ_, — ^jReZ_^, (5.89)

A^3 =A^o = \simp( -i{2- Zt)Re(Z+Z_)T (5.90)

2|^|2((^+^-)^ - (Z_Z+)i) -z0,Im(Z+Z_)5^.

(5.91)

where

t

2f($+$_) 2

= 2r/ F(-l ~A)±F(-^1 A)
-1

Z± =2!/\/(r, + ()= - zfe-‘t (f{-1, -A) ± F{-1, A)) ,

(5.92)

(5.93)

and

tTiy) -h tjTi
■(Ti+t)2_^2>

T'(--,-A) =(212:20 2:25''-h \/(Ti-h t)2 - *2 (2;^cosh2i(-- A)sinh2A22+

(5.94)

(5.95)

-f-22 sinh2i(- — A)cosh2A22 -h r/sinh2i(- — A) sinh2A22^ J, (5.96)

/ IF(-^, A) =(21220 ^ [\J{T\ + ty - zle *2 22 sinh2i(^ - A)-h 22iS''sinh2A22

— 2iC' sinh 2A22 -h 22S' cosh 2A22 -h yS' sinh 2A22 J. 

S' ={Ti -\-1) sinh2i(^ — A) -h 21 cosh2i(^ — A),

C ={Ti + t) cosh2i(^ — A) -f 2i sinh2i(^ — A).

(5.97)

(5.98)

(5.99) 

(5.100)
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The final term in the formula, p, is also written in terms of

p = zsin'0(<f)+$_) 2. (5.101)

These are all of the ingredients of the formula for the charge one SU{2) instanton 

on the Taub-NUT space.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

We have derived a formula for a charge k SU{2) instanton in the background of the 

Taub-NUT space. We used the Nahm Transform to write our formula. Our approach 

involved using Green’s functions of operators defined in the Nahm Transform, thus 

we avoided an integration that normally forms part of the Transform. We also 

derived a formula for a charge k caloron using this method.

The instanton formula was written in terms of fields that solve the Nahm Equa

tions. These fields also parametrize the Higgs branch of the moduli space of vacua for 

the supersymmetric gauge theory on the D3-brane in a Chalmers-Hanany-Witten 

configuration of intersecting D3-, D5- and NS5-branes. We have written the La- 

grangian for this gauge theory and demonstrated that the scalar fields in the theory 

that parametrize the Higgs branch satisfy the Bow Equations.

We used our formula to write an explicit expression for a charge one SU{2) 

instanton on the Taub-NUT space. We solved matching conditions on the interval 

to find the Green’s function with sources at jumping points and end-points of a Taub- 

NUT interval. As a demonstration of this formula in use, we wrote the expression 

for the charge one instanton in terms of these functions.
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Appendix A

Supersymmetry Conventions

A.l The Metric

We use Wess and Bagger conventions. The metric is rj^u =diag(—1,1,1, !)• The 

Greek indices = 0,1,2,3 label 4-dimensional spacetime, while m, n = 0,1,3 

with = s.

A.2 Spinor Conventions

Spinor indices are raised and lowered using

(A.l)
0 G ^ 0 -G

gQ/3 _ and £a/3[-1 oj G “ J
So ip°‘ = 'll) 13 and ijja = where = zcr^. The Pauli matrices are:

a'-
^ 0 G 1 0 -t

“ 1
G % G %

(o -l)
(A.2)

We have (Tq = -hx2 and = ((Jo, -(Jj). The spinor summation conventions are:
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fpx = = X'ip (A.3)

tpX = '0qX“ = -^‘"Xa = Xq'0“ = X^ (A.4)

V’x = V^'^Xc. = -'0qx“ = x“'0Q = x^ 

Some useful spinor relations are:

gaQ0 ^ le“/3(0^)

(A.5)

(A.6)

(A.7)

»a«'’ = -^s^m

(9<t"’0){«it”9) = -i(»«){ee)i)”

(A.8)

(A.9)

A.3 Superspace Derivatives

The superspace derivatives are listed here:

d d
da = d0<^

-
dda

■=. -
d o d=

dda
da =“ dd^

—

d^dg =

= _^a0 dadp = -'^0.0

= _^a0 dah = -'^a0

daiee) = 26 a da{9e) = -26^

(A. 10) 

(A.ll)

(A.12) 

(A,13) 

(A. 14) 

(A.15)
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A.4 Superspace Integration

Integration in superspace has the following properties:

0

j dee = 1 

j dem = /.

(A.16)

(A.17)

(A.18)

noting that the Taylor expansion of a function of a Grassman parameter 9 is f(6) = 

fo + dfi (since {6,6} = 0). Integration in superspace is equivalent to differentiation:

J d6J^ = = df

Some important notation is:

d^6 = -^d6^d6^eap 

d^d = —ddaddpe^^

(A.19)

(A.20)

(A.21)

We therefore have the following useful identities:

J d'^6(96) = 1 

j d^9(6e) = 1

(A.22)

(A.23)
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A.5 Superspace Covariant Derivatives

Covariant derivatives acting on functions of (x, 6, 9) are:

Dm dm (A.24)

Da = da + ia'^p9<^dm (A.25)

Da = -da - iO^aJ^dm (A.26)

n functions of (y, 0, 6) are:

Dm dm (A.27)

Da = da + 2ia'^09^dm (A.28)

Da = -da (A.29)
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Appendix B

The Linear Multiplet E

The details of the calculation of the linear multiplet E follow. We have

(B.l)

The vector field y, as a function of {x,d,6), is written as follows in Wess-Zumino 

gauge:
V{x) = -mp - 9a^9vm + i{99)9X - i{99)9X + ]^{99){99)D. (B.2)

We write it as a function of y'^ = x^ i9a^9 since that will make the calculation 

of E simpler (as we shall see):

V{y) - -i99p - 9a^9vm + i{99)9X - i{99)9X + -{99){99){D - idmV^). (B.3)

We note that

= -2iDpV + 2[K DpV], (B.4)

since powers of V higher than vanish.
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Firstly we write D^V in components;

DpV={d0 + 2ia^^e'^dm)V{y)

= - idpp - + ^iOpF\ - %{m)\p + 9p{e9)D (B.5)

+ a'^^9^{99)d^p - ima^^^9,{dmVn - d^Vm) + {99){99)a^^dmX\

We can now write an expression for the commutator:

[F, D/sV] = - p] - {99)a'^^^9^[vm, ^n] - ii99}i99)a^^[vm, A^]- (B.6)

We are now in a position to write

2jV n „-2iV - 29i3P + 2ia^^9^Vm - ^9p9\ - 2{99)\0 - 2i9p{99)D

- 2iaJ^9^99)dmP - 2ia'^^9^99)[v^, p] - 2i99)aJ^^9^F^r. (B-7)

- 2i{99){99)a^^dmX'^ - 2ii99){99)a^^[v^, A^],

where the curvature has the form Fmn — dm^n ~~ dnVm + Since E is a

function of y, the covariant derivative reduces to —8^. So we first calculate E(y) 

and afterwards write it as a function of x\

E(y) =4p — 4^A — 4^A — Ai99D + A.i9a'^9dmp + ^i9(7'^9[vjn, p\ — 4i9a'^'^9F„

- Ai{99)9a^dm\ - Ai{99)9a^[v,n. A],

(B.8)

Using the Taylor expansion f{x) = f {y) — i9a'^9d.mf {y)F\{99){99)nf {y), we obtain 

our expression for the linear multiplet E:

E(.t) =4p — 4^A — 4^A — Ai99D — A9a"'''^9Fmn + Ai9a‘^9[vm, p] — Ai{99)9a"^[vm, A] 

+ 2i{99)9a^dmX - 2i{99)9a'^dmX - 2{99){99)dmK,p] - {99){99)Dp.

(B.9)
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Appendix C

The Action in Components

C.l The Bulk Action in Components

We write each term in the bulk action S4 (written in Section 2.4.1) in terms of its 

component fields. First we have

^DmpD^p - (C.l)

where Dmp — dmP + [^mi p] and = d^A + [vmi A]. Now we write the second 

term in ^4 in components:

- ^ - $)'

= "-Dds{A + A*) + ^D[A, A*] - ^-GG* + ^D^AD^A* +

+ V2{dsXpX - ds^X) + dsVmd'^{A - A*) - ^ {pdgp + v^dsv'^) (A + A*)

pA^dsP - \vmA*dsV^ - ^pdspA - ^VradsV^A - \{{d,pf + d^Vrad^V^)

^A*\p^ - v^v^) + \{A*pA*p - A*VmA*v^) + pAVA - ^pM*A - lAA*p^

(C.2)
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where the covariant derivatve DmA = 5rn^+ [^mi A]. The next term in the action is

= ^^DmUlD'^Ui - ]^FlFi + ^Xl^'^dmXl + + '^D[ui,u[] F pu\pui

- ]^{u\p^Ui + p^u\ui) + ]^DmU2D^U2 - ^^2 ^2 + ^X2^'^dmX2 + ^X2(7'^dmX2 

% 1
+ -D[u2, ul] - -{uIp^U2 + P^ulu2) + iyulpu2,

where DmUj = dmU* + [vm^Uj]. Finally,

(C.3)

-\ei^U,[-ds - - \eiAUuds - mVm =
= - ^ (^FxdsU2 - F2dsUi - [Ui,U2]G + [Ui,A]F2 - [ti2, A]Fx 

+ ^ ut] + F2*[A*, ut] - <

(C.4)

C.2 The Defect Action in Components

We write each term in Szp in terms of its component fields. First of all, we have

~-^{Qip^ * Q\p + Q2p^'' Q2p 

^DmQlD^qi + ^Dqxql - Ji - ^q^p'^qi + ]^Dmq2D'^ql - ^Dqlq2 

~ ~ 2^2P^Q2^

(C.5)

where the covariant derivatives are

FmQl ^mQl T 

Dmq*i = dmql - qlVm, 

FmQ2 ^m92 Q2'^mi

FmQ2 9mQ2 T Wi92 •
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We also find that

■;::{Q2U2Qi\(ee)+QiU2Q2\{ee)) — -^{(l2UiJi+q2Fiqi+J2Uiqi+J*ulq2+qlF^q2+qlulJ2).

(CJ)

The action Sn is written below in terms of its component fields.

mm+ B2e-^^ B2e^^)\

= ^DmblD^b, + "-DMl - "-Dnblb, - ]^L\U + - \{b\bipl + bib\pl)

+ Dmb2D^b*2 - "-DLb*2b2 + \DRb2F2 - ^^2^* + b2PLb*2PR - \{b2b*2pl +

(C.7)

where the covariant derivatives are

Fyrib\ — dj^bi T VRrjib-]^ biVRj^, 

Fmbi — djnb-^ ^i^Lm T VRmbi^

Dmb2 = dmb2 —

Fmb2 ~ T ^Lm^2

The final two terms in the action are:

-^{BiU^ B2—B2U1 Bi)\(Qe) = 2 ^2—^2'fif)+7/2(^i'?^f 5

(C.8)

and

]^{B2U^Bi-M^B2

(C.9)
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Appendix D

The Auxiliary Fields

We also find expressions for other auxiliary fields in the theory in terms of the 

dynamical fields:

du*
Fi = — [A*, U2] + q2pQip^{s — Ap) + 6162^(3 — A/?) + 626*5(5 — A/,). (Dd)

F2^-dsul + [A\ul], 

F2 = -dsUi - [A,ui],

(D.2)

(D.3)

G—[w*,U2]) G* —[n2,Ui],

Ji = ulq^, Ji = q2Ui,

J2 = <?!<, J2 = Uiqi,

Li = - uf'6*), L; = -(u^h - b2ui),

L2 = -(afft; - LI = (6iaf - tifii,).

(D.4)

(D.5)

(D.6)
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